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ABSTRACT

Si-nce Breuer and Freud's introduction of the term

"repression" into the psychological literature, there has

been considerable research and theoretical speculation de-

voted to investigation of this construct. fn addition,
there have been many paradigms developed which purport to

investigate "repression", and similarly many studies em-

ploying an analogue strategy, one of which is that used

by Glucksberg and King (1967) in investigating motivated

forgetting.

ïn their study, the5z found that relearnlng of an

A-B paired associate list was poorer when shock was asso-

ciated with presentation of List D words which were related

to the original list by imþticit B-'C, C-D verbal chains

derived. from word association norms. They j-nterpreted their

results as evid.ence of motivated forgetting, and. supported

their contentions by another study in the same paper.

Further studies by Weiner and Higgins (1969) and Glucksberg

and Ornstein. (1969) served to further clarify the relation-

ship between shock and differential forgetting.

Research i-n neuropsychology has led to the accumula-

tion of much data regarding cerebral asymmetry: the

differences between hemi-spheres in information reception

and processing. Ðrawing upon this literature, Galini (1974)

has proposed. that a varient of "repression" may be the 1n-

hibition of informatlon transfer between the right and
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left cerebral hemispheres.

Considering present data regarding cerebral asym-

metry and drawing upon the l-iterature j-n unihemispherie

visual stj-mulus presentation (tachistoscopic), the present

research is an attempt to investigate Galin's hypothesis

employing the paradigm developed by Glucksberg and King.

The present research consists of two major studies

essentially adopting the Glucksberg and King paradigm In

contrast to their study, however, the cue for recall (List

A) in the fÍna1 phase of both studies involved unihemi-

spheric presentation. In Fìxperiment I, where the subject

was asked to give only the List B associate to the List A

cue, it was pred,icted that the magnitud.e of dif ference

between shock- and non-shock-associated List B words would

be greate:: when cued for recall by left visual field (right

hemisphere) presentation of List A, than if cued by right

visual field (left hemisphere) List A presentation. Ex-

periment II, employing the same design but requiring the

subject to verbalize the List A cue in addition to recalling

the List B associate, attempted to eliminate the confound.ing

variable of asymmetries in visual perception as potentially

accountable for the results of Experi-ment I.

Although the predicted interaction did. not occur,

a trend in the expected direction was noted, and further

examination of the data suggests that the effects observed

are worthy of f urther investÍ-gatlon.
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An unexpected finding was a superiority for List B

recall when cued in the left visual field, which appears

to be at varience with the literature noting right visual
field superiority for dealing with verbal materials.

The results of Experiment II suggest that the

effects observed in Experiment I were not due to an arti-

faet of perceptual asymmetry, and, as expected, the sma11

procedural change in Experiment II fundamentally altered

the nature of the task.

The results are d.iscussed in terms of Galin's hypo-

thesis, in terms of the sensitive parameters involved in

a design of this type, and in terms of cerebral differences

in arousal propertJ-es and. problem-sol-ving strategies.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Since Breuer and Freud's introduction of the term

"repression" into the psychological literature in the intro-

ductory chapter to the Studies ôn Eysteria in 1893, (Breuer

and Freud, 1955) the concept, âs the cornerstone of psycho-

analytic theory, has undergone n1rlnerous revisions in terms

of seope and. varlants, leadi-ng to a plethora of theoretical

speculations a¡d attempts to e>çerimentally verify its very

existence and. utility as a construct. Indeed, âs Freud

elaborated upon his theories of defence, repression as sy-

nonymous with defence was transformed to one defence among

many, often with incomplete clarifications of his changes

in position. (For a complete review see Holzman, L97O, and

MacKinnon and. Dukes, 11962) It was often this lack of clarity
which set the stage for the diverse interpretations and,

sequelae of repression offered by other authors both in

theory (for a review, see Ellenberger, !g7O) and research

(Sears ,.1943; Ze11er, 1963; Goldin, 1964).

Although Freud offered a neurologipal formation for

his psychodynamj.c model early in his writings (Freud, 1895),

he soon adopted a more psychologieal focus which character-

ized his subsequent endeavours. A possible reason for this

may have been the inadequate knowledge and technology of the

time concerning the function of the huna¡ brain, although

recent authors (e.g., Maclean, Lg62; Pribra.u, L962) have
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offered that the limbic system may hold the key to à further

und.erstanding of sexual and aggressive drives in a psycho-

dynamic context. lVithin the past twenty years, however, the

discipline of neuropsychology has offered much in the under-

standing of psychological processes, though chiefly in the

realm of relatively simple sensory, motor and perceptual

spheres. It has not been until very recently, however, that

complex psychological processes have been under scrutiny in

a neuropsychological context. One such speeulation on the

understanding of a conplex psychological process, namely

repression, in a neuropsychological context has been offered

by Galin (1974). Specifically, drawing upon present re-

search in cerebral specializatLon, hê postulates that re-

pression may be the inhibitlon of information transfer from

the right to left hemispheres. The present research is ån

attempt to investigate this hypothesis.

A brief review of the construct and of problems en-

countered in the study of "repression" will be offered,

followed by the rationale for the paradi$n chosen, essen-

tia11y adopting a learning theory f,ramework, follori'ed by the

salient contributi-ons offered by studies and technj-ques

related to cei:ebral specializttion'.

Thê CohStîuêt of Reþrêqsiqn

The notion that unpleasant experiences or memories

may be inhibited from awareness antedates Freud by nany

years, âS several philosophers speculated upon the nature

of motivated forgetting (Ellenberger , L}TO).
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For example in the early nineteenth century Schopen-

hauer, diseussing the will and spirit, noted how the will

c2;n compel man to prevent the intrusion of thoughts that

would be unpleasant to him: "The M11's opposition to let

what is repellent to it come to the knowledge of the in-

tellect is the spot through which insanity can break into

the spirit (schopenhauer, 1819, p. 458)." Mann (1936) notes

the similarity between ITil1 and Intellect and Freud's Ego

and Id, and proposes the difference is merely a traaslation

from metaphysics to PsYchologY.

Authors of the mid-nineteenth century, notably

Bachofen and. Nietzsche, also speculated upon the nature of

a mechanism promoting selective forgetti-ng. Begarding

Freud's postulation of "Infantile amnesia", Turel (1939)

notes that Bachofen d.escribed "repression of the memory of

matriarchy" half a century earlier. Ellenberger (19?0)

relates the works of Nietzsche:

"Under the nane. of Ínhibition (Ilemnung) 
'Nietzsche describes what is called

today repression, and aPPlies it to
perception and memory. 'Oblivion is
not a mere force of inertia....On
the contrary, it is an active and in
the strictest sense, a positive ca;pa-
city for inhibition.' rI have done
it, says my memory. I cannot have
done it, says my Pride and remains
inexorable. Fina1IY, the memory
gi-ves way.' (P - 274)".

Theoreticians contemporary to Freud noted simi-

lari-ties in the mechanisms resulting in hysteria: "Freud

ca1trs ,repressj-on' what I called 'narrowing of the field

' ... ii
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of consciousness' ( Janet , 1913, p. 42)'" , and it is note-

worthy tlnat both notions can be traced to the work of Hebart

(Eebart, L891; Ellenberger, I97O) .

It was Freud,, however, that refined. and elaborated.

upon the concept which was a central component of his theori-

zi-ng involving motives or dri.ves and that which is not con-

scious, and, elements of consciousness, and, the dynamic in-

terplay of the two.

fn the evolution of his writings, Freud proceeded

from an elucidation of the nature of neurotic symptomatol-

ogy, through a brief neuropsychological effort in Proieqt

for a Scientifiê Psychology (Freud, 1895), to at least four

revisions of tbeorj-es of d,rive motivation, to a more struc-

tural approach from which many of the contemporary ego

psychologies emerged (Holzman, L97O). Although the details

of the mechani-sms by which experiences, drives or thoughts

are maintained in awareness, or unawareness, underwent con-

siderable revision, the premise of the unconscious influen-

cing behaviour is a cruci-al tenet to his theorizing. fn

fact, âs Zel1er (1963) points out, "At the hea¡:t of the

theoretical psychoanalytic structure is the concept of

repression, which is the mechanism by which painful or un-

pleasant mate:rial is excluded from consciousness and motor

expressi-on (p. 355)". Although Freud initially conceived

of repression as the primary ego defence (Freud, 1915b),

later writings outlined that repressi-on was but one defen-

sive manoeuver among many. Despite reformulations,
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however, Freud (1911) noted there were two types of repres-

sion.

The first was primal or archaic repression, whereby

an archaic or instinctual representation was denied entry

into consciousness. The second was after-expulsion or re-
pression proper, whereby previously conscious material had

in some way beeome assoeiated with primally repressed

material (unacceptable to the ego) and thereby been actively 
1,.,,..,,.
¡,::;,.,'i:,

excluded from coasciousness by an active or motivated mecha- I '

l,'.,,..,",.'
1..:..: r...:ni-sm. Although he sought to distinguish between the two, f..:;:::':r::

the sj-milarity of these two forms were noted by Freud

(1915a)t' 

"ro general, repression of the
ideational presentation of an
instinct can surely only have
the effect of causing it to
vanish from consciousness if it
had previously been in conscious-
ness, or of holding it back if it
is about to enter it. The differ-
;i "h"# 13 "rå'åü"ï=.f; :'" *3";f; ii3'
as the difference between orderiñg

äl "Hff 
"lå3å' : 

"uåff 
' 

"? 
"år" I "äI.

:iåi¿ ff 
u'ffiå$ä3i.':"å:',oää".

recognized him (p. 91)."

Repression may be complete or partial. If complete,

there is little hope of investigating it experimeutally.

If partial, the repressed material may be manifest par-

tially in consciousness through anxiety or neurotic Symp-

toms. It is this situation whieh is of most iuterest to

the clinician and ex¡lerimentalist, since it is presumably
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more amenable to treatment and. empirical investigation

(ZeLLer, 1963). As Freud (1915) put it, "....the case of

unsuceessful repression will have more claim on our inter-
est than that of repression whj-ch is eventually successful;

the latter will for the most part elude our stud,y (p. gZ)."

Much has been written concerning the experimental

investigati-on of repression proper and about partial re-

pression and indeed upon the appropriateness of investi-
gation by these means. The next section will provide an

overview of methodologies in the investigation of repres-

sion with particular reference to studies relevant to the

present investigation

Studies of RêpreSSion

In a¡ excellent review of the literature, MacKinuon

and Dr:kes (ir962) trace the evolution of the ex¡lerimental :
f

investigation of repression, and note that research has 
+

developed in three major areas, corresponding with primal

repression ( "d.enial of entry j-nto consciousness" ) , re-

pression proper ("after expulsion from consciousness"),

and the failure of or partial repression ("the return of

the repressed"). Besearch efforts in these areas have been

devoted to iahibition of perception, or the failure to per-

cei-ve anxiety arousing stimuli (later refêrred to as per-

ceptual defence); inhibition of memory, or the failure to

remember ego-wounding or anxiety-provoking experiences

once fully accessible to awareness; and. inhibition of res-

ponse, or tbe symptoms or compromise formations in thought l,;*;
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and action resulting from the unresolved conflict betv¡een 
i

repressed and repressing forces, respectively. Historically, .

research has been d.evoted to these areas in the reverse of l
i

the order of theoretical o:rigin as cited above - .,

The first systematic investigation of the failure 
i"",r,:,,,,

'

@ was undertaken by Jung and Riklin in the 
1

early 1900's (Jung, 1918). Their investigations consisted

of having both normal a¡d psychiatric subjects respond to

a series of stimulus words with the first word coming to

nind, and later aski-ng for repetition of the original sub-

ject-produced association. They noted that in the repeti-

tion phase the subject night reproduce his original word

with no appreciable difference in reaction time, but that

differences in this pattern emerged: notably, complete

failure to reca1l, selective memory failure, incorrect

responses, silence or reproduction after hesitation. Jung

concluded that these aberrations in response reflected a

,rmental complex" conceived. of as a constellation of ideas

with associated affects. In addition, Jung noted that

these "complex lndicators" were associated with i-ncreased

autonomic (GSR) arousal

although the coneept of "complext' was popularized

in psychological and psyehiatric literature as a result

of Jung's work, hê failed to extend his experimental re-

search fu.rther to bear directly upon repression. Elabora-

tion of his notion was extended by Luria (1932), however

with mod.ifications in teruinology and technique.

t:'.. . -

ï:'
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Luria!s stud.ies involved a similar technique

of Jung: that a subject was instructed to respond to

8

to that

à

stimulus word. with the first word to come to mind. In addi-

tion, hoÌrever, the subiect was instructed to apply a slight

downward pressure with his preferred hand on a pneumatic

sensor upon which it was resting. Luria noted. that al-

th,ough the verbal response and hand pressure were usually

well co-ordinated, there were associations which were dy-

synch:ronous with the manual response, often producing a

response with the non-preferred hand.l Although he did

not relate his studies specifically to those of Julg or to

repression, the interpretation may be made within this

perspective.

The chief shortcoming of this type of investigatÍön-
'f)

utilizing "complex indicators"" iS, aS MacKianon and Dukes

(L962) note, the failure to distinguish betrreen automatic

aad voluntary disruption (suppression) in response, and

thus see this to be aî unprofitable line of research

within the present bor¡nds of technology.

The notion of rêpresSion proper was seen to be

demonstrated, though t** r:nintentionally, by Zeigarnik

in i1927. In this study she presented. a series of twenty

simple tasks to subjects who were interrupted and not

allowed to complete ten. After the series, subjects were

asked to recall the tasks. zeigarnik's results, sub-

sequently referred to as the "Zeigarnik Effect", indicated

that the majority of the subiects (8O%) recalled more of 't1:ìrll
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the uncompleted tasks. Although she interpreted her results

in terms of tension systems for eompletion, she did acknow:-

ledge exceptions to the pattern seen in a minority of sub-

jects . ZeLgarnj-k felt that when a subject was interrupted

on a task he felt beyond his capacity, hê felt embarrassed

in his demonstration of a lack of intelligence, and thus

presr:med the experimenter detected his inferiority a¡d dis-

continued the task. The problems interrupted under these

circumstances were at the time of recaIl, "extremely often

forgotten (p; 77)".

Using Zeigarnlk's paradigo, Rosenztreig and Mason

(1934) were the first to attempt to elicit repression under

experimental conditions. Using children ranging in age

from 5-6 to 14-8 on completed. and interrupted puzzle tasks,

they found that of forty children, sixteen remembered more

completed than "failed." tasks, thirteen remembered more

"failed" than completed tasks, nine recalled an equal

number of both, and two recalled no tasks. Since this

Interruption-Failure techoique failed to be a spectacular

demonstration of repression, the authors sought to account

for their results through a post hoc consideration of

variables. The subjects demonstrating the effect were

notably d.j-fferent from the others in at least two respects:

they were of a more ad.vanced mental â9ê, and. received a

higher average rating in "prid,err from their teachers.

Although this study was not viewed as an unequi-

vocal demonstration of repressi-on proper, it did stimulate

I...,.,,t.._.--
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considerable research into the complexities of the pheno-

menon and interpretation of results using the Interruption-

Failure technique.

. Specifieally, the individual differences in response

to interrupted tasks were seen as a result of personality

variables such as pride (Rosenzweig, 1933), need-persistive

versus ego-defensive reactions (Rosenzwêig, 1938), type of

reaction to frustration (Rosenzwêig, Lgg4), self-esteem

need.s (Alper, 1946), the subject's interpretation of the

task (A1per, 1952) or the result of confounding variables

in methodology such as recall of completed tasks (Gli>øran,

Ig48) and stress (G1ixman, 1949). Sears (1950), brings the

controversy fu1l circle by contending that the Interruption-

Failure technique as an outgrowth of Zeigarnik's (1927)

work is hopelessly confounded by her original Zeigarnlk

ef fect . As is evid,ent, the controversy and method.ological

problems associated with this type of research as an in-

vestigation of repression is at best equivocal.

Concurrent with this technique were other investi-
gations employing different methodological strategi-es

purporting to investigate repressi-on.

McKinnon (1933) attempted to employ guilt as the

affective accgmpaniment in a repression task where subjects

were asked to recall tasks, some of which they were "per-

mitted" to cheat on. Only a smal1 minority of subjects'

performances were consistent with the repression hypothesis.

I
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Gould (L942) attempted to ensure the personal
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relevance of unpleasant material by associating subjects'

preference for a behavioural task with some "good" or "bad"

character trait, and found. that tasks followed by negative

comments Ìrere less available to recal1 than tasks followed

by favorable commeats, ill contrast to her control group

where this effect lras not present.

Sharp (1938) investigated the problem by using

c]i-nica1 material. She focused on overcoming tbree major

deficiencies she saw in the research pertaining to re-

pression, na^me]y using materials which would conf orrnr to

Freud's useage of unpleasantness, abnormal subjects and

long intervals of time. Using recalI of phrases from case

history material judged. as unaceeptable, neutral or accep-

tab1e, she found that retentj-on of unacceptable material

s/as reliably poorer than of the neutral or, acceptable

material, a find.ing which she interpreted. as evidence of

repression.

As is evident, the experimental investigation of

iepressi-on prior to l[orld War II was fraught v¡ith con-

troversy. Experimentalists speculated on the diverse in-

terpretations and,' confounding variables in each other's

studies, while clinicians maintained that investigations

were inappropriate analogues to the psychodyna.mic views

of repression (for a more detailed discussion of psycho-

d,yna.micists t criticisms, see MacKinnon and Dukes, 1962) .

It was in the post war era that investigation turned from

repression as one, and perhaps the most important form of

il .:
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motivated forgetting, to perceptual defence as one form of

motivated perceiving. Although initially this line of re-

search was not considered as a direct approach to the in-

vestigation of repressi-on, many of the assertions are con-

s-istent,y¡-ith the Freudian notion of "denial of entry into

consciousness[ vÍa the demonstration of inhibition of per-

ception or failure to perceive anxj-ety-arousing stimuli.

The basis of motivated, perceiving, prirya1 repres-

sion, and Freud's (1915) statement that "the essence of

repression lies simply in the function of rejecting and

keeping something out of consciousness (p. 86)" is noted

bv Bruner tt:::l."ption, 
to begin with, is an

activity of the total organism,
and, like all other acti-vities, is
an aspect of the economy of Person-
ality. It serves two general func-
tions for the organism. Through
perception we construct a world in
which survival and adjustment are
possible; through perception we also
defend against that which is threa-
ffiñ-g:, distracting, or disruptive.
The two processes, constructi-on and
d.efence, serve reciprocally to maxi-

3åi:';iiì i;';å' åtl:"siT5i.:åuT'it" "
is possible to think of PercePtion
along a continuúm from autisj-tie
wishfulness at one extreme, to hyper-
vigilance at the other...
IVhat may be called 'normal' perception
lies midway between these two extremes
(p. 160-161)."

Historically, the ad,aptive functions of perception

had been investigated prior to the fr¡netionalist theories

ot,tne 1950's by individuals such as Bartlett (1932),

'I rli1,: ¡
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workj-ng with "distortion" in the cognitive process' Bruns-

wik (1934) and his achievement approach to perception, and

Sanford (193?), relating perceptual and ideational vari-

ables to motivatj-on, though the specific relationship

between perceptual selectivity and re_prel_sioa wa9jfr'¡t

made explicit by Postman, Bruner and McGinnies (1948):

"ItIe suggest that a d.efence mechanism similar to repression

operates in perceptual behaviour (p. 152) .''

ItwasMcGinnies(1949),however,whofirstin-
vestigated explicitly the notion that individuals, without

any conscious intent, seleitively fail to perceive.

using a tachistoscope, McGinnies presented words

presr:med to be emotionally toned (e.g., whore) as well as

neutral control words (e.g., stove) to subjects at expo-

Sure times too short to a1low accurate recognition, and

moni-tored GSR prior to each exposure. The subject was

asked to report what he had seen, and exposure times were

increased until accurate recognition was achieved. McGinnies

found. that the GSR's accompanying emotionally toned word's

but preceding their reported recognition were significantly

larger than those obtained under similar conditions for

neutral word.s, and that the recognition threshold for

taboo words" âs neasured by duration of exposure' was

sig:rificantly longer thau that for neutral words. He

offe:red his findings as evj-dence for a perceptual defence

mechanism, or repression at the perceptual leve1, using a

model of conditioned. avoidance of unpleasant or dangerous
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stimulus objects at a level below actual recognition.

McGinnies' paradigm promoted considerable contro-

versy and crÍticism, serving as a eatalytic agent in the

i¡itiating of many studies directed toward investigation

of perceptual defence and potentially confounding vari-
ab1es.

One such confounding variable, word frequency, \ras

investigated in a series of studies by various authors

(Eriksen , 7952; Howes and Solomon, 1950; Lazarus, L954;

McGinnies, 1950; Postman and Schneider, 1951; Solomon and

Ilowes, 1951; Solomon and Postman, i-952; IViener, 1955). By

the mid-1950's however, some coosensus had been reached to

the effect that while word frequency is important enough

in threshold determination to require control in experf-

mental designs, it \Mas not sufficient to account for

threshold differences

Another criticism leveled at McGínni-es' study con-

tended the phenomenon observed was due to the subiects'

voluntary suppression of verbal response rather than re-

pression per se. A series of Í-nvestigations (e.g., Cowen

and Beier, 1954; Postman, Bronson and GropÞêr, 1953;

Whittaker, Gilchrist and Fischer, 1952) failed to resolve

the issue, which in essence continues to the present in

investigations of repression and in large measure appears

to be a consequence of different criteria of acceptability

held by different investigators.

lz¿'{\i]:j

|: _-
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Ì:. t.r:r rOther investigators contend that the results of
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McGinnies' study are explainable by subjects' set or pre-

disposition to organize materi-als in a certain fashion, but

not necessarily in an unconscious defensive manner (e.g.,

Luchins, 1950; Postman, 1951; Postman, Bronson and Groppêf,

1953; Postman and Brown , !952; Smock, 1956). Countering

arguments, favoring the defensive hypothesis were offered

by Blum (1955), Eriksen (1954), Lazarus (1954) and Wiener

(1955). In an attempted resolution of the issue, Mac-

Kinnon and Dukes (1962) contend that both explanations may

j-nvolve similar mediating meehanisms and may conceivably

be complementary or tautological processes.

The role of vigilance has been investigated as a.

potentially significant element in studies of perceptual

defence (e.g,, Blum, L954; Bowie , I9ã2; Luchins, 1950;

Murphy and solley, 1957; Osgood, 1957; Postmau, 1951; Smock,

1956). Here agai-n, interpretations appear to be equivocal,

but may be related to certain variables such as the inten-

sity of, threat or the degree of freedom allowed in res-

ponding

as is evident there have been a variety of inter-

pretatioas of the term "repression", and a variety of

research parad,igms designed. to investigate the authorsl

particular interpretation. Not surprisingly, there have

been many criticj-sms of the research, and a variety of

alternate interpretations of the results offered. Even

with a cursory view of the literature two general results

may be extracted: First, there is evidence that there is

'-it i t:,:.f
l r-l
I
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differential reca11 (verbal report) of material presented

under different conditions, and second, the explanations

of this phenomenon are as equivocal as they are diverse.

As noted previously Galin (1974) has proposed a neuro-

psychological context within which to view "repression":

that it may be inhibition of information transfer from

right to left hemisphere. Before providi-ng a review of

the literature which appears to offer some support for
this notion, several points must first be made concerning

the conètructs of consciousness and repression.

At present, there i-s no universally accepted defi-
nition of consciousness. Smith (1969) traces the evolu-

tion of attempts to define "conseiousness" and provide

adequate criteria by which it may be assessed. His cri-
terion for "conscious experiencet' is "an internal event to

rrhich an arbitrary response can be attached. directly, by

the process of following that response, when it occurs to

that event, with a prespecified.set of circumstances

(p. 119)." Although he negates assertions proposing

that ability to learn is a'criterion of consciousness,

and states that consciousness is a prerequisite for
learning, his definition of consciousness and operant

descriptions of learning paradigms are similar.
Since repression is a process which presr¡mably

traverses the boundary between "conscious" and "u¡tcon-

scious", the issue is oue of more than academic j-nterest.

It would appear that almost without exception, studies in

I1..:

l r ''I ::
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repression have relied

dependent variable.3

make this explici-t:

on some form of verbal rePort as a

Indeed, Dollard and Miller (1950)

"In his discussion of the unconscious,
Freud (L925, Vol. IV, P. 134) says:
'Now, too, wê are in a Position to
state PreciselY what it is tbat re-
pression denies to the rejected idea
in the transference neurosis--namely,
translation of the idea into words
which a;re to remain attached to the

ilå" i3;,.,å:å:"31" r" ::":äiåi¿,'l:"'
ühe unverbalized. It is not quite
so simPle as that because other re-

:i:ïT:äläffi lä:,H::3,"i1å lliä'".u
in conscious mental life, but the
verbal ones play by far the most im-
Portant role (P. 198) . "

To adopt the criterion that that which is verba-

lized is that of whi-ch we are aware or conscious, appears

reasonable, and. remains consistent with the notion that

behaviour may be influenced by factors unconscious' or

non-verbaLLzable at a point in time.

The third. point regards repression as a unitary

phenomenon. Freud, himself notes varj-ants of repression,

and the preced,ing review attests to various strategies

employed in i-nvestigating differential recall of exper-

ience. It is probable that there may be several factors

operating in a subject's dj-fferential verbal report under

certain conditions, and whether one wishes to ascribe

this to repression or to one or more of cited "confounding

variables", or both, BâV not be the crucial issue. Of

greater importance, is the differentiation of this proeess

c .:
á:':t1
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on the conscious-unconscious continuum. That is, is the

differential verbal report a consequence of processes of

which the subject is aware (can verbalize) or unaware?

Broadly, to convert to psychoanalytic terminology, is the

observed effect due to suppression or repression? This

distinction is crucial in studies of this type. Further,

to note the aggregate of literature on "motivated for-

getting" it may be incorrect to relegate every purported

demonstration to "repression" and backtrack to inves-

tigate conditions under which affective material is dif-

ferentially more poorly reca11ed.

Glucksberg and King (1967) in their investigation

of motivated forgetting as an analogue to repression, have

offered. a pàradigm which appears useful j-n the investi-

gation of affect and differential recalI. As a result,

their stud.y, and the criticisms offered by Weiner and

Higgins (1969) will be discussed on some detail.

The Glucksberg and King (1967) paradigm (G-K) in-

volved having subjects learn an A-B paired-assocj-ates

list through the method of anticipation to a cr:iterion of

one perfect trial, followed by a list of words (D) some

of which were paired with unavoidable shock. The D words

were members of implicit B-C, C-D chains derived from

published word association norms (Russell & Storms, 1955).

In a subsequent recall test of the original A-B list,

the B words which were implicitly chained to the shocked

D words were forgotten significantly more often

l
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than control (non-shock associated) words. (See Table 1

for words employed in the G-K paradien. )

To eliminate a potentially confounding variable in
their study, namely that shock may be resulted in differ-
ential retroactive interference mediated by superior re-
tention of experimental D words, they conducted a second

study, id.entical in nature to the first, but employing.a

monetary reward instead of shock. The observed differen-
tial forgetting in the shock study was not observed with

the rewarded subjects. The authors interpreted their
results as evidence that forgetting does occur as a func-

tion of unpleasant associations, and that their paradigm

was a simple and effeetive technique for the study of
motivated forgetting.

In a serÍes of studies lYeiner and Higgins (1969)

attempted to demonstrate the observed effects Ín the G-K

paradigu were due to undetected inequalities in the degree

of original learning in the A-B list. fn their first two

ex¡leriments (I, II) they failed to replicate Glucksberg

and. King's results, but in Experi-ment III, which employed.

methodology id,entical to the G-K paradigm, they obtained.

similar findings, although through post hoc analysis, they

considered the results consistent with their original
learning hypothesis.

fn reþIy to Weiner and lIiggins, Glucksberg and

Ornstein (1969) took exception to their analyses and

paradigm on several grounds. Glucksberg and Ornstein

l
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Table 1

STTMULUS 1VORÐS AND INFERRED ASSOCIATTIE- RESPOJ{SES.

USED BY GLUCKSBERG AT{D KING ( 1967)

! _.:

List 1

B

Inferred
Chained Word List 2

D

CEF
DAX
YOV
VtIX
WT]B

GEX
JID
ZTL
LAJ
IúYV

flower
mi-nd
army
bad
want
peace
steal
water
order
apple

--a
Fme+Ibbrar-n
navyb
gooct
nee$
waf ¡taKe .

drink

stem
memory
soldier
trouble
wi-sh
justice
thief
ocean
command
fruit

disoSder
tree

aExperimental words for half the subjects
bExperimental words for remaining subjects

t,=:.:-,
:::::;::.;:!'j _:,.: i.:'
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discounted the results of \teiner and Higgins' Experiments

I and If as not following the G-K paradigm in detail' con-

tend.ing, "like most phenomena, the repression phenomenon

is sensitive to experimental parameters (p. 681)"' Re-

garding the third experiment, Glucksberg and Ornstein sub-

mitted their data as well as l{einer and Higgins' to re-

analysis and. concluded. that "shock and oL (original

learning) have interactive effects upon retention (p. 684)",

but that "shock is a necessary condition for differential

forgetting of experj-mental and control items (p. 682)".

*-"::::.=:::,;1":: 
::Ï1"*,. .ver-

learned, then it will tend to be
remembered whether it is shock-
associated or not. If it is not
overlearned, then assocj-ation with
shock will imPair its retention.
Analogously, the effect of OL upon
subsequent retention is highly de-
pendent upon other ex¡lerimental
conditions. In the context of these
studies, when items are shoek-assoc-
iated, OL significantly influences
retenti-on; when items are not shock-
associated, then the effect of OL
tends to disaPPear (P. 684)".

Regarding the second:
' r'These item-analyses provide un-

equivocal evidence that the for-
getting obtained in our studies is
lnfluenced by association with shock
(p. 685)".

rn short, the G-K paradigu appears to be a simple

and effective methodology for approaching the question of

differential forgetting of items associated with unpleasant

af,fect, although attention must be given to the a"mount of

I:
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original learning that takes place

NeuroÞsychological Evidêncê Rêgarding Cêrêbra1 Lateralization

Before examing the evidence which suggests that a"

form of repression may be the inhibition of information from

right to left henispheres, 'it is first necessary to provide

a brief overview of cerebral lateralization, specifically

with regard to language. (for an intensive review of the

area, see Benton, 1965; Blakemore, Iverson and Zangwill,

L972; Dimond , L972; Ðimond and Bear¡nont, 1974a, L974b;

Eccles, 1966, 1973; Galin, 1975; Gazzani-ga, I97O, L972;

Kimura, itglg; McNeil and Hamre, lg74; Milner , Lgl!; Orn-

stein, 1972, 1976; Seamon, 1974; Sperry, 1968b; Sperry,

Gazzar-i.ga and Bogen, 1969; Trevarthen , 1974; Zanryi-l1,

re74.)

For over a century, disorders of speech have been

associated with lesions of the left cerebral cortex

(Geschwind, 1.972; Penfield and Roberts, 1959). Early

clinical observati-ons of aphasia by Broca (cf,. Joynt,

1-964) resulted in descriptions of motor aphasia (Broca's

aphasia, non-fluent aphasia, expressive aphasia) assoc-

iated with lesions'of the third frontal convolution, now

referred to as the anterior speech centre of Broca. In-

vestigations by ÏYernicke outlined the importaace of the

first temporal convolution in speech, later found to be

a larger area surrounding the area of parietotemporal

coufluence. Since these early studi-es, a large body of

knowledge has accumulated regarding the importance of the

I
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integrity of the left cerebral hemisphere in language and

speech. As Eccles (1973) puts it: "The remarkable dis-
covery is that the enormous proportion of aphasics have

lesions in their left cerebral hemisphere. Only very

rarely is a right cerebral lesion associated with aphasia

(p. 168)". Zanryi11 (1960) provides data that 96% of
adult aphasics have damage to the left hemisphere.

ft was originally thought that speech centres

were contralateral to the dominant hand. Accordi-ng to

Penfi-eld and Roberts (1959) the great majority of left
handers are left dominant for speech. fn a systematic

study of neuroparalytic aphasia (transient aphasia re-
sulting from oedema resulting from exposure of the cere-

bral hemisphere during surgery), they demonstrated. that it
develops in 70% of patients with left hemisphere operation

regardless of whether they are right (N=157) or left
(N=18) hand.ed,. By contrast, operations on the right
hemisphere result in aphasia only rarely, in their series

with only one of 196 right handed subjects, and one of 15

left handers. These observations suggest the very strong

representation of speech in the left hemisphere (997o) re-
gardless of handedness, but that for an individual, the

probability is greater if he is right-handed (Mi1ner,

Branch and Rasmussen, 1964).

In addition to the evidence accumulated by study-

ing the disruption of speech due to left hemisphere le-
sions, other method.s of investigation àr:e consistent with

;
t
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these findings.

Anatomical differences have been reported by

several authors. Geschwind and Levitsky (1968), for ex-

amp1e, report that the area behind the primary auditory

cortex in the superior tempdral lobe was larger on the

left in 65% of studied brains, and smaller in only Il%.

Wada (Wada, J.969, L976; Wada, Clarke and Eamm, 1975)

reports similar asyrnmetry in adult and infant brains,

accountable chiefly by an enlarged left planum temporale

(Wernicke's area). It is interesting to note that this

anatomical asymmetry is less pronounced in infant brains.

Differences i.n cerebrovascular blood supply have been

proposed by Carmon and Gombos (1970) as a possible deter-

minant of cerebral dominance.

Further investigations using the Wada test, a

procedure lnvolving injection of sodium anytal into the
i,'

common or internal carotid arter¡z, si-milarly ind.icate 
i
I

ove::whelming dominance of the left hemisphere representa- t,.',
lì'. ..

tion of speech for right handed subjects a¡d considerable i:,,:,,
I'jli'i',:

dominànce also for left handed subjects (Mi1ner, Branch l','"
i

and Rasmussen , 1964; Bosad.ini and. Rossi, Lg67; Serafe- ì

i

tin j-des, Ifoare and Dri ver, 1965 ) . f
i,.'.. -

Further .rrid.o"" regarding later aLization of å.io
ì

speech is provided by Penfield aod his associates (Penfield, j 
,

I
1966 , L975; Penfield and Boberts, 1959). In a series of i

r

studies they determined that electrical stimulation of i
i

exposed cortical areas resulted in an inte:lference or ië
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arrest of sp€ech. using this methodology, Penfield and

his associates qTere able to delimit the two speech areas

(anterior and posterior) that had been recognized from

clinical stud.ies, but in addit j-on noted a supplementary

motor speech area on the left superior frontal convolutj-on.

Sperry and his co-workers have made further con-

tributions to the und.erstanding of lateraliz,àtÍ-on' of func-

tion in the human brain with their studies of càmmissuro-

timized patients (e.g., Bogen I969a, 1969b, L97O; Bogen

and Bogen, 1969; Gazzaniga, 1967, 1968, 1969, I97O, 1971,

1972, tg74; Gazzànjga, Bogen and Sperry, 1962, 1963, 1967;

Gazzaníga and lIillyard, 197l-, itr press; Sperry, L962, 1966,

I967a, I967b, 1968a, 1968b; Sperry, Gtzzaniga and Bogen,

196e).

Although transection of the corpus calIosu"m, and

anterior and hippoca.rrpal commissures aS a sufgical pro-

cedure for intractable epilepsy is not new (Akelaitis,

Ig44), the ra¡rifications of hemispheric separation in the

study of brain-behaviour relations has only emerged in the

1960's. Altbough these studies will be discussed in

greater detail in a later section, it is important to note

that they provid.e sti11 more evidence for the lateral íza-

tion of speeeh and language primarily to the left hemi-

sphere. In a va::iety of tasks i-t was demonstrated that

verbal communicâtion was largely restrj-cted to the left

hemispbere. In Gazzaníga and Hillyard's (1971) study

investigating the language capability of the right

l: i:.: lr .,
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hemisphere, they found that "the right hemisphere is unable

to relate subject to object via a verb, to respond to ver-

bal commands or comprehend the semantic aspects of verbs.

It is skilled mainly at attaching rloun Iabels to pictures

and objects (p. 277) .t' Further, irl contrast to other

studies (Butler and Norrse11, 1968; Milner and Taylor, J-97O;

Trevarthen, 1969), which they believe confounded by cross-

eueing effects, there was no evidence that the right hemi-

sphere was capable of initiating any speech. In addition,

they contend that the observed results are not the result

of subcortical information transfer as Trevarthen (1970)

suggests.

In short: "The pred.ominant. relation of language

to the dominant (norma11y left) cerebral hemisphere may

be consid.ered established (Blakemore, f versen and. Zangi11,

]]972, p. 433) .1'

In contrast to the linguistic superiority of the

left hemisphere, right hemispheri-c superiority is con-

sidered for non-linguistic, perceptual and practic func-

tions. (For a review, see Kimura, 1973.) Although

relatively less is known about the operation of the minor

hemisphere (Sperry, Gazzaniga and Bogen, 1969), the

superiority of the right hemisphere in these tasks is
generally conf irmed. ( Levy, Trevarthen and Spemy, i.:972;

see also Benton, 1965).

It is inevitable that with hemispheric differences

in deali.ng with different types of material, that theories
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regarding these asymmetri-es have emerged, for, âs Marshall

(1973) states: "Just as the 1abel 'cerebral domi-nance'

fails to explain, so the Iabels 'linguistic ski11! and

'visuospatial ski11' offer little help in understanding

the formal nature of the abilities referred to (p. 463)".

In recent years a number of hypotheses have been advanced

to account for the operati-on of the left and right hemi-

spheres respectively. These include Analytic versus

Gestalt processing (Levy-Agresti and Sperry, 1968; Sperry,

IITO), Name Identity versus Physical ïdentity judgement

(Cohen, 1972; Geffen, Bradshaw and Nettleton, 1972; Gj-bson,

Dimond and Gazzaniga, 1972; Kl-atzky, 1972), Serial versus

Paral1e1 processing (Cohen , 7973), Similarity versus Dis-

similarity judgement (Egeth and Epstein, 1972; Semmes, 1968) ,

and Analytic, logical versus Holi-stic, gestalt mode (Ga1in,

1974, 1975). The relation between these conceptuai-ízations,

as to whether they represent independent, related or identical

hypotheses regarding brain function is as yet unknown.

Galin (1974) draws an i-mportant distinction between

left-right differences in cognitive mode and facility in
.dealing with types of material, the former, in his opinion,

the real issue
I'ft is important to emphasize
what most characterizes the
hemispheres is not that they
are specialized to work with
different types of material
(the left with words and the
right with spatial forms);
rather, each hemisphere is
specialized for a different

)
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which words are an excellent
tool, and the right for a holi-
stic, gestalt mode, which haPPens
to be particularly suitable for
spatial relations, as well as
music (p. 583)."

It is this lateralization of different cognitive

modes which has led to speculation regarding the relation-

ships between hemispheres in affecting behaviour (see

Eccles, L973; Galin, J:975; Gazzan,iga, 1972; 1974; Ornstein,

l,972; Sperry, 1966, I967a, 1968b; ZangwiLl, L974).

In noting the remarkable studies of Sperry and his

co-workers regarding the hemispheric disconnection syndrome

and. the apparent independence of cognitive functions of the

two cerebral hemispherel: _G_alin (L974) has extended the

notj-on of "duality of mindf' to provide a neuropsychological

context in which to view repression. Specifically, he

proposes that one form of repression may be due to the in-

hibition of information transfer from right to left hemi-

sphere. That is, the right hemisphere becomes functionally

disconnected from the left by inhibition of neuronal trans-

mj-ssion across the corpus callosum and other cerebral

commissures, possibly through a form ="I".ti,r. gating,

similar to that which has been demonstrated in all sensory

modalities (e.g., Livingston, 1959; Pribrarn, 1.971; Whit-

fie1d, L967).

The following seetlon outlines the rationale of

Galin's hypothesis in light of psychological and
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neuropsychological data, âs well as studies which appear

consistent with this formulation.

Ce{ebral Spêcialization a,nd Bepression

The overall form of information processing employed

by the right hemisphere appears consj-stent with the form

of thought seen as primary process by the psychoanalytic

school, and which Freud (1915b) had originally described

as the unconscious. Galin (L974) notes the similarity in

four major areds: mode of representation, mode of associa-

tion, perception of time and use of language.

The mode of cognitive ""p".".ìtation in the right

hemisphere is probably through i-mages, visual, tactile,

kinesthetic and auditory (Bogen, 1969a, 1969b; Levg,

Trevarthen and, Sperry, 1972). This may be seen in the

right hemispheric superiority in d.ealing with visual

spatíal materials such as faces (Geffen, Bradshaw and

Wallace , llgli-; Gilbert and Bakan, LgTg; Levy, Trevarthen

and. Sperry, L972), tactile patterns (Milner and Taylor,

Lg72), non-linguistic forns (Kimura, 1966) visual patterns

involving physical matching (Geffen, Bradshaw and Nettleton,

Ig72; Gross , Lg72), and. melody (Kimur¿, 1973).

The mod,e of association in the right hemisphere is

non-1j-near rather than by syllogistic logic; that is,

problem solution is based upon multÍple convergi-ng deter-

minants rather than a single casual chain (Bogen, L969a,

1969b; Cohen, !973; Levy, Trevarthen and Sperry) - For

exanple, it is shown to be superior in the pereeption of



part-whole relations (Nebes, 197L) .

Operations of the right hemisphere are less j-n-

volved with perception of time and sequence than those of

the left (Carmon and Nachshon, 1-97J-; Efron, L963a, 1963b,

1963c, 1963d; Swischer and llirsch, 1972).

Although it appears the right hemisphere is cap-

able of some language function (Gazzaniga, I97L; Gazzanj-ga

and llillyard, I97:-.) it appears to be confined primarily to
the comprehensj.on of nouns. Considering other operational

attributes of the right hemisphere, Galin (1974) proposes

right hemisphere language would be characteristic of pri-
4mary ntot""""rn"""ro"", 

when the right hemi-
sBhere did e><press itseld in 1an-
guage, wê might expect its use of

. words to reflect its characteristic
holistic style. Because it deals
more effectively with complex pat-
terns taken as a whole than with
the individual parts taken seri-ally,
we might expect metaphors, puns,
double-entendre and rebus; i.ê.,
wórd pictures. The elements in
these verbal constructions do not
have single definitions (are not
clearly bor¡nded), but depend on
context, and can shift in meaning

iliS i3"ïoå="3ií'ã'" f "i*ffiä."i*i""'appears in dreams and slips of the
toague extensively described in

ft would appear, then, tlrat features of right hemi-

sphere processing are compatible with notions of repressed

or unconscious material. There are, however, other areas

which underseore more specifically the notion of repression
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in an neuropsychological context and provid.e data consis-

tent with tbe inhibition of information transfer (IIT)

hypothesis.

Evidence Côhsistêht wi-th lIT Hypothesis

Split Brain Rêsêarch. As noted previously, much

information regardlng functional asymmetries of the human

brain has been gathered through the work of Sperry and his

co-workers with callosal sectioned patients. A brief re-

vi-ew of their methodology will be presented, followed by a

su¡nmary concernÍng the duality of the human mind, and im-

plications for the Present studY.

Tlwo points must be borne in mind. First, âs noted

previously, the right hemisphere has no capacity for the

initiation of speech (Gazzaniga, l97L; Gazzaniga and Hill-

yard, !97!) or the capacity to communicate verba11y. Second,

afferent and efferent neural pathways from the brain pro-

jeet to contralateral sides of the body. In addition, there

is a. decussation of the visual pathways such that informa-

tion in the left visual field is projected to the right

hemisphere and information in the right field, to the left,

with no overlap in cortical representation (Sperry, 1968a).

Essentially, the most remarkable effect of such

major surgery is the apparent lack of effect so far as

ordinary behaviour is eoncerned. It is only through speci-

ally d.evised procedures that striking effects of hemi-

spheric deconnection become apparent.
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assess lateralized Sensory input and motor output in the

solution of various perceptual and cognitive tasks ( for a

review, see Sperry , Gazzaniga and Bogen, 1969).

lVith the visual system, for example, the subject

is seated before a translucent Screen upon which images,

words or letters are tachistoscopicàlly presented (less

than 100 msec. ) to the right or left of a central fixation

point (presentation to left and right hemispheres respec-

tively). when perception is tested in this manner, the

results ind.icate "that these people have not one inner

,visual 
world any longer, but rather two separate visual

j-nner world.s, one serving the right half of the f ield of

vj.sion and the other the 1ef t half - each, of course, irl

its respective hemisphere (Sperry, 1968b, p. 725)"t Fur-

ther, if an object were presented. in only one vj-sua1 fj-e1d

it would. be remem-bered and recognized only in that same

fieId.
The.dualityofvisualinnerworldsisfurther

i.Llustrated in reference to speech and writing, dominant

(left) hemisphere functions. Visual material proiected

to the right visual field (RVF) can be described in speech

and writing in an essentially normal manner. However, when

the sane material is projected to the right hemisphere via

the left visual field (LVll), the subject consi-stently

states he did. not see anything or that there was merely a

flash of light to the 1eft. If, however, the subiect is

asked to select the obiect from an array, hê can do this
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consistently with every item he had just insisted he did
not see.

If a subject is flashed two symbols, one in each

visual field he will verbally report seeing the one that
was exposed to the RVF. If asked to draw what he had

seen with his left hand (obscured from view), h€ wl1l copy

the symbol projected to the LVF. To summarize, in the

words of Sperry (1968b): "Ia other words, the one hemi-

sphere does not'know what the other hemisphere has been

doins (p. 726) ."
The results of studies with callosal sectioned.

patients demonstrates the independence of functioning of
the hemispheres in perception, learning and short and long-

term memory (Dimond, 1969; Dee and Fontenot , Ig73; Gazza-

niga, 1966, 1968; Johnson and Gazzani-ga, 1969; Sperry, '

(.1e67b).

That this independence can lead to conflict in be-

haviour and result in what Galin (1974) ca1ls rtDissocia-

tion of experience (p. 5?3)" i-s illustrated by the fo1low-

ing exa"mples from Sperry's (1968b) work:

!'One film segment shows a female
patient being tested with a tachis-
toseope, âs described above. In
the series of neutral geometical
figures being presented at random
to the right and left fields, a
nud.e pin-up was i.ncluded and f1a-
shed to the right (non-verbal)
hemisphere. The girl blushes and
gÍ-ggles. Sperry asks 'lThat did you
see?' She answers 'Nothing, just
a. flash of light,' and giggles agai'n,
covering her mouth with her hand.
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'lVhy are you laughing then?'
asks Sperry, and she laughs
again and says, 'Oh, Dr. Sperry,
you have some machine!' The
episode is very suggestive; if
one did not know her neurosur-
gical history, one might see
this as a clear example of
perceptual- defense and think
she was "repressing" the per-
ception of the eonflictful
sexual material - even her
final response (a socially
aeceptable nonsequitur) was
eonvincing (cf. Galin, 1974,
pp. 673-574) ."

Another exarnple from Sperry relates to dissociation

in a different sensory modality. When subjects are asked

to perform stereognostic tests with the left hand, they

often complain they cannot "work with that hand" that the,

hand. is "numb" , that they n' just can't feel anything or

can't do anything with it", or that they "don't get the

message from that hand." If, however, the subiects are

able to correctly retrieve objects they previously stated

they could not feel, and if the contradiction is pointed

out to them, comments such as "we11, I was just guessing,"

or "ITell, I must have done i-t unconsciously" were received

(cf. Sperry, 1968b, p. 726, italics added).

Although only suggestive, the studies indicating

the duality of functioning of the brain and the vignettes

described point to the plausibility of inhibition of in-

formation transfer from right to left hemisphere as ac-

countable for a variety of dissociatj-on experience, and the

similarity to repressi-on is noteworthy
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cônvêrsion syinþtôms and Autoh'oinic asymiryietry. That

the right hemisphere may be functionally disconnected from

the left by the inhibition of information transfer across

the corpus callosum and yet exert influence on behaviour

would be consi-stent with a preponderance of psychosomatic

disorders and somatic delusions lateralized to the left
side of the body. Although there has been no systematic

investigation of this phenomenon, early writers, €.g.,
Ferenczi (L926) have speculated on the reasons for this
observed, asymmetry derived from clinical observation.

That autonomic asymmetry may be the ru1e, rather
than the exception is suggested by varni, Doerr and Frank-

1in (1971) and that the asymretry of cerebral activity may

be reflected through asymmetry of autonomic function is
suggested by Holloway and Parsons (1969) and Heilman (L976).

rn a review of receat literature, Davi.dson and. schwartz

(1976) provide further ex¡rerimental evidence regard.ing the

greater role of the right hemisphere in affective response.

The results of this type of investigation then, are

consistent with the rrr hypothesis and provide further in-
sight into the notion of behaviour being directly affected
by that which is not verbalized.

EeTly Inf4qtil_ê Annêsia. "Freud saw childhood
amnesia as the necessary outcome of the forces of rêpïos-
sion (Neisser, !962, p. 61)". It is this facet of repres-

sion whieh is perhaps most parsimoniously accounted for in
a neuropsychological context. The fact that our
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interpretation of reality is dependent upon the cognitive
schemata which we possess, and of which language is the

most important, is discussed by schactel (rg4z) and Neisser
(l-962) . rn short, our memory of events d.epends upon the

schemata we possess to accomnodate our experience. That

we are unable to recaIl early events in our lives is be-

cause of the lack of language with which to construe our

environment. As schacter (Lg47), in his discussi-on of
reality and the importance of language, puts it: "It is
especially necessary that he (the child) speak as they

speak and. as he yields to the pressure for linguistic con-

formity, he becomes committed to that particular language's

somewhat arbitrary analysis of reality (p. 4),, .

fn the context of split-brain studies, Gazzaniga

(1972) discusses this issue in a neuropsychological con-

text:
rrlt is possible ,that the brain
can remember critical events,
which may later play a role in
the control of behaviour, but
because the remembered eveats
occurred prior to the clear
establishment of the language
system, they cannot be sub-
sequently reealled through this

. system (p. 315)."

As is evident, otrê,of the basic tenets of psychoanalytic

theory, infantile amnesia, may be understood, not only

through the popular construct of repression, but aiso

through neuropsychological processes.
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ExþêîimêhtâI StudiêS of Repîêssiôh Rêihtê"þrêted.

There have been a number of studies in the literature pur-
porting to investlgate repression which have rather ad.ven-

titiously provided. support for the present hypothesis.

As noted, in an earlier section, a study by Luria
(1932) noted that a subject, when asked to respond with an

immediate association to a stimulus word and accompany this
with a downward pressure of the preferred (usually right)
hand upon a sensolr at times would manifest a disruption of
this pattern by maklng a response with the non-dominant

hand. Although not investigating repression specifically,
the parad.igm was similar to that of Jung (1918) and might

well be taken to be one of the latter's t'complex i-ndicators."

The important feature in this context is the fact that an

aberrant response pattern was initiated by the right hemi-

sphere on a verbal task and may be interpreted in light of
recent heuropsychological studies outlj-ning right hemisphere

importance in affective responding.

A recent study by Corleen and l{ood (L972) may also

be seen as unintende,d, support for the p""=ent hypothesis.

In their study, subjects were presented with v¡ord lists
through headphones wherein names of citÍes were associated

with shock. fn the second phase, a dichotic listening
task, subjects were asked to "shadowil a prose passage

presented to the right ear and were asked not to attend to

the word list presented to the 1eft. They found that with
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this procedure, subjects showed greater GSR to unattended

worCs previously assocj-ated with shock than to control

nouns but also to unshocked city names, demonstrating some

generalization. The important feature is that autonomic

response was recorded from the left hand (right hemisphere)

to the word list presented to the left ear and that these

GSB changes were noted without awareness. Once agai-n the

literature relating autonomic asymmetry and the IfT hypo-

thesis can account for this data.

It would appear that there is data consistent with

Galinrs (L974) hypothesis that a variant of "repression"

may be inhibition of information transfer from right to

left hemisphere, and that this data comes from a variety of

psychological and neuropsychologi-ca1 studies. To date,

however, there has been no study specifically designed to

investi-gate this problem. The present investi-gation is

designed to investigate this hypothesis.

It is obvious that a study of thi.s nature is heavily

d.ependent upon the ability to provid.e each hemisphere with

information independent of the other. This may be accom-

plished. through tachistoscopic presentatlon of stimuli to

each visual field independently. The following sections

offer a b.ri-ef revi-ew of the visual system and, discuss im-

portant issues in tachistoscope technology involved in

hemispheric presentation of stimuli.

Thê visuâl systêm
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most peripheral systems, contralateral. The topographical

representation is not, however, by eye; i.e., left eye to
right hemisphere, but rather by visual field (VF). Optic

fibres from temporal hemiretj-nae project through the lateral
geniculate bodies to the ipsilateral occipital cortex, while

fibres from nasal hemi.retj-nae decussate in the optic chiasm

to project to the contralateral occipital cortex. As a

result, objects in the right visual field (RVF) are pro-
jected to the left hemi-retina of each €yê, and depending

upon which êVê, impulses are conducted through either de-

cussating (right eye) or non-decussating (1eft eye) neurons

to the left occipital cortex. The pattern is the reverse

for stimuli in the left visual field (LVF). For a complete

review of anatomical features, see Chusid and McDonald.

(1967), Netter (1962) and Van Buren and Baldwin (1958).

There is no gap or overlap between visual fields,
and thus hemispheric representation at the vertical meri-

dian is defined by the point of fixation (Sperry, 1968a).

Presentatj"on

Stimulus Characteristics. The past twenty years

has seen j-nnumerable studies investigating the differences

in visual field recognition of various types of stimuli,
beginning with the work of Heron (1957) noting RVF supe-

riority for words and single letters (Bryden, 1965). More

recently, LVF superiority has been demonstrated for a vari-
ety of non-verbal tasks such as enumeration (Kimura, 1966),
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dot locarization (Kimura, 1969) and stereopsis (carman and

Bechtoldt, L969; Durnford and Kimura, l.?T]-) . (For a com-

plete review, see Kimura, rgrg; Kimura and Durnford, rgr4;
White, 1969b , 1972, 1973).

It has been determined. that a variety of para-

meters affect laterality effects (white, rgz\) includ.ing

number of letters (Bryden, 1966b), spacing of letters
(Bryden, 1966a; Heron, Ig57; Mewhort, l.966) retinal 1ocus,

(White, 1970), exposure duration (Mathewson, Mi11er and

Crovitz, 1968; White 1969a), report instructions (White,

r969e), and directional stimulus characteristics (Harcum

and Finkel, 1963; Ifhite, 1969c). some theorists contend

that it is these stimulus factors which are responsible

for VF asymmetries through a process of post-exposure

scanning in a manner similar to that which occurs in nor-
ma1 reading or in a sequence d.etermined. by the stÍmulus and.

spatial characterj-stics of the display (e.g., Bryden , Ig6Z;

Harcum, i1g72; Heron, Ig57; White, 1g6gb).

Other factors appear more relevant to the subject
parameters as accountable for vF differences. These include

factors such as hermiretinae locus (crovitz and Lysscomb,

1963; Nei11, Sampson and Gribben, IgTl), handedness (Bryden,

1973; Zuri-f and Bryden, 1969) and cerebral dominance for
language/spatial organization (Kimura, 1961 , 1-966, 1.973).

The second theoretical viewpoint holds that VF asymmetries

are principally determined by functional asymmetries wlth-
j-n the hemispheres (e.9., Harcum, 1972; White, 1969b).
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At present, there are no definitive ans\¡/ers to the

primary determinants of asymmetrÍ-es in perception, only that
differences appear to exist, and are sensi-tive to experi-
mental parameters.

Stimulus Presentati-on. fn order to present a stim-
mulus to one hemisphere it is important that it be pre-

sented at an exposure time too short to permit central fÍxa-
tion, and that the sti.mulus be equidistant left or right from

this fixation point.

Generally, studies with lateralized stimulus ex-

posure have employed tachistoscope latencies shorter than

those estimated for saccadic eye movements. Estimates of the

latter include ir2O-zOO msec. (Saslow, it967), 125-235 msec.

(Woodworth, 1938) and 150 msec. (Crovitz and Daves, 1962).

In his review of the literature, White (1969b) noted that
most studies employed exposure durations be1ow,150 msec.

Generally, studj-es employ a central fixation poi_nt

upon which a subject is asked to focus upon receiving a

warning signal (e.9., Hannay and Malone, 1976; Hines and

Satz, 1977,; Maddass, 1975). This has been the generally

accepted method of insuring fixation, though some inves-

tigators (e.9., Sperry, 1968b) request the subject ascu-

. rately report a centrally flashed digit to ensure fi-xation.
A potential problem this method. as outlined by Maddess,

Rosenblood and Goldwater (1973) is that it may interfere

with the perception of the 1ateral1y presented stimulus.

fn short, White (1969b) feels the importance of fixation
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has been stressed but somewhat overrated in laterality
studies, even in studies of unilateral stimulation.

Since visual acuity is inversely related to dis-
tance from the fovea (Riggs, 1965) it is important that

stimulus presentation left and right be equidistant from

the central fixation point. A review of the literature
notes variation in the d.istances employed ranging from 20

(Gross, i.:g72) to 60 (Kimura and Durnford, Ig74) proximal

to the fixation point to 90 distally (Kimura and Durnford,

ilg74). Since there is no overlap or gap in the visual
field (Sperry, 1968a), what appears important is equidis-

tance from fixation, and not actual d.istance within the

limits of acuity.,
_Sub:i,eêt Variables ih, Cêrêbral Lâteralization

Since the basic tenet of the IIT hypothesis in-
volves the inability to verbalize because of an inhibition
of information transfer from the non-verbal to verbal and

presumably right to left hemispheres, the laterilizati.on
of speech facilities is crucial. The relationship between

left-verbal and right-visuospatial is a complex one how-

ever, involving interindividual variation. In a study of
the p:reseat nature it is i-mportant to use subjects for
which verbal asyrnmetry is expected to be most strongly

lateraIized,. A review of sex and, hand.edness literature
suggests this to be righthanded males

Sex. Although there is a growing body of

ture suggesting sex differences in the functional

litera-
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specialize-tíorr of the hemispheres as inferred from sex

differences in conceptual ability, the statement that adult

males show greater lateralizatíon for speech in the left

hemisphere is suggestive, but by no means unequivocal.S

One of the difficulties encountered in assessing

sex differences is that they tend to be sma1l in comparison

to j-ntra-sex variability. Further, the majority of studies

either fail to specify sex of the subjects or fail to

report whether sex differences were observed or even in-

vestigated. In a careful review of dlchotic studies,

however, Lake and Bryden (L976) conclude: "the studies

dealing with sex differences in dichotic listening are

virtually unanimous j-n showi-ng greater laterality effectþ

in men than in women (p. 275)." Similarly,- Bry-den (11976),

j-n reviewing his research with tachi-stoscope presentation,

noted consistency with dicotic results: "men were more

likely to show the 'expected' lateralization than were

women (p. 5)." IIe contends hov¡ever, that these differ-

ences are due to an interaction betifueen strategy and

cerebral organization

Ind.eed, male-female differences in cognitive style

confound cerebral lateralizatíon hypotheses specifically

with reference to verbal tasks in experimental studies

(e.g., Marsha11, 1973). Another confounding factor, and

perhaps a more important determinant of lateralization is

handedness.
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Ilandedness. Attempts to determine the relation-
ship between manual laterality and speech laterality have

generated an extensj-ve literature over the past 100 years

(for a historical review, see Bingley, 1958; Ilecaen and

Ajuriaguerra, 1964), and recent revien's (e.g., Annett,

Lg75; Levy, Lg74; Subirana, Lg6g) attest to continued

popularity of theoretical and empirical disputes. Dif-
ficulty in establishing the relationship has been due

primarily to the difficulty in determining the lateral:iza-

tion of speech in a normal population and inattention to

the complexities involved in determining handedness (Satz,

Achenbach and Fennell, 1:967) . In short : I'Although there

is a substantial amount of data showing handedness and

speech laterilization to be related, this correspondence is
far from perfect (Lake and Bryden, ir976, p. 276)."

Assessments of hemispheric dominance for language

and handedness have been made through the study of aphasic

patients (Goodglass and Quadfasel, 1954; Penfleld and

Roberts, 1959; Bussell and. Espir, 1961), the lfada Test

(Wada and Basmussen, 1960; Milner, Branch and Basmussen,

1964; Rossi. and Rosadini , ]1967) and. unilateral E.C.T.,

(Pratt and ÏVarrington, L972), and the results are fairly
consistent in yielding an estimate of 98-99% left cerebral

dominance for speech among right handers, whereas estj-mates

of right dominance for speech auþng left handers ranges

from 25 to 461o.

í.-.

t
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Fa¡nilia1 history of sinistrality has been cited as
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an important faetor in the relationship between speech

lateralizati-on and handedness (e.g., Bryden, 1965; Hines

and Satz, 1971; Lake and Bryden, 1976; McKeever, Van

Ðeventer and Suberi, 1973; ZutÍ-f and Bryden, 1969). Gene-

ra1ly, these investigators found that latera-l ity ef fects

show aa inverse relationship to familial sinistrality.

In short, it would appear that the greatest prob-

ability of left hemispheri-c dominance for speech would, be

noted in dextrals with no family history of sinistrality.

The investigation of the relationship between

handedness and cerebral lateralization has led to the

development of, several handedness questionnaires, most of

which are of paper and pencil nature, asking the subject

which hand they use for some simple everyday tasks (e.9.,

Annett, Lg67; Crovitz and. Zener, 11962; Hul1, 1936; Ilumphrey,

1951; Old,field, L?TL). Although there have been investi-

gations of reliability of performance items (Provins and

Cun1iffe, l.:972), there has been possibly only one lnvesti-
' gation of the validity of these items (Hu11, 1936). A

recent stud.y (Baczkowski, Kalat and Nebes, Lg74) has noted

ll. .

ti t l

this paucity of validity and. reliability data for ques-

tionnaire items, and. has resulted in a questionnaire com-

bining both Hull's (1936) and Oldfield's (1971) itens.

The resultant form provides validity and test-retest

reliability for 14 itèms with greater than 93% and 89%

correspondence respectively. Specifically, these items

show a mean agreement between the questionnaire (af¡ and

., _. . _. ........ . - t.5,.
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behavioural task one month later of g6.Wo, and Ql and re-

test at the same interval of 95.5%. These items would ap-

pear to be useful as a screening device and yet d.emonstra-

ting reasonable psychometric criteria, atypical in this

area.

Sunmâry ând HyþothêSes

Since its inception, the term "repression" has

evoked considerable controversy both in terms of theo-

retical qualification and experimental attempts at inves-

tigation, leading to 1itt1e that is unequivocal. The

basis premise, however, which appears to have remained.

constant, is Freud's original postulate that that which is

unpleasant is less readily recalled

Refinements in ex¡lerimental technj-que and in know-

led.ge have lead to refinements in this postulate and trans-

lation into forms more a^menable to experimental investiga-

tion, for example, motivated forgetting. For instance,

Dollard and Miller's (1950) analysis poses the question in

the form of a punishment paradigm. That the punished

eatity is the association on a non-verbal level rather than

the verbal report itself,; that is, suppression, has tppåt".¿

to have been demonstrated by Glucksberg and King (1967).

Recent developments in neuropsychological investiga-

tions have lead to speculatiou regarding a neuropsycholog-

j-cal context with which to view one variant of "repression"

as inhibition of information transfer from right to left

hemisphere (Ga1in , Lg74).
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since it has been demonstrated the lateralization
of linguistic processes is primarily in the left hemisphere

(and more certainly with right-handed males with no familial
' history of sinistrality) and since input to one hemisphere
i

is possible to investigate this hypothesis experimentally.
Essentially, it is predicted that i.nformatJ_on pre-

sented to the right cerebral hemisphere which had been con-

tlguously linked with aversive consequences would be recalled
at a" lower frequency than when an aversi-ve contingency had.

not been previously associ_ated.

Specifically, the major hypothesis is as follows:
when cueing for recall in the G-K paradigm, when the non-

sense syl1ab1e is presented unihemispherically, the mag-

nitude of difference in recall between List B associates
whose corresponding List D associates had been shocked

versus non-shocked will be greater when the corresponding

nonsense syl1able (List A) is presented. to the LvF.

A second, anciIlíary hypothesis is that the ob-

served effect of the major analysis above will diminish over
six trials.

47
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CEAPTER II
ÙTETfiOD

Experimêut I
Subjects

Subjects were fiftéen- right liandãA ma1es, with no

fa¡ni1ial history of sinistrality, and. of normal visual
acuity, recruited from the Introductory Psychology subject

pool at the University of Manitoba.

Apparatus

Ilandednêss. Handedness \ras assessed by a fourteen

item questionnaire provided in Appendix A.

Fa.ni1ial History of Handedness. Fa^mi1ia1 history
of handedness was assessed by the questionnaire provJ-ded in
Appendix B.

Acuity Têstiqg. Acuity testing was provided by a
Keystone View Company Orthorator.

Stimuli. Stimuli were those employed in the G-K

paradigm: a ten item paired associate list (A-B) and

associated ten word list D, (See Table 1) on 35 mn. slides.
For Tachistoscopi-c presentatÍon the nonsense syllables (A)

were proximally 20 from central fixation, either right or

left, extending distally from fixation approximately 40.

Stimulus Prêsentation. All stimuli were presented

in a Scj-entifie Prototype Manufacturing Corporation Model

800F two-channel tachistoscope modified for stimulus pre-

sentation of 35 mrn. slides rear:projected by a Kodak

Carousel 850 projector. Focal length of the display was

48
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31 3/4 in., and. the total width of the display subtended.

a visual arc of 4.5o left and right of fixation. The

central fixation point was a dot in the centre of the visual

field provided by the blank field of the tachistoscope which

was equated in illumination with the stimulus fie1d. Sti-

mulus timing was provided by Hunter Interval Timers, Model

111-C.

Shock. Shcok was generated by a Farrall Instru-

ments AYi-z Visually Keyed. Shocker and transmitted to the

subject via two L" inch copper electrodes.

lone. The warning tone was generated by a BSR

Foringer Audio Generator Model AU-901 and delivered to the

subject vi-a a Radio Speakers of Canada Ltd. ÍÍF-26 speaker.

Expêqihêhtal Chamber. The experiment was conducted.

in a 8ä x I x 6ä ft. soundproof experimental chamber, manu-

f actured by Ind.ustrial Acoust j-cs Co. , Inc. The' sub ject was

seated in a chair facing the eye-piece of the tachj-stoscope,

and facing a pa:rtially covered window into an adjacent re-

cording room. A push button was fixed to the right arm of

the subject's chair

Projecti-on and. recording apparatus was housed in aî

adjacent room coanected by intereom to the experimental

chamber.

Procedure

upon arrival at the experiment, subjects were told

the study involves the üS€,of brief presentations of un-

pleasant shock and v¡ere offered the opportuni-ty to decline if:-.:li:
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participation without penalty and with fu1l experimental

cred.it. If they wished to participate, they were asked if

there was any medical reason that would preclude the use of

shock, and if so, were excluded from the study and given

ful1 credit.
Prj-or to the experi.ment, subiects were asked to

fill out the Handedness Questionnaire, Family Eistory of

Ilandedness Questlonnaire aod underyent brief visual screen-

ing to insure normal acuity.

Subjects were then seated. in front of the tachis-

toscope ""t 
:;Ï'rr"". part of this experiment
is a series of training trials which
will be necessary for a later Phase
of the experiment. I would 1Íke You
to look through this eyepiece (indicate).
When the trials begin You will see a
dot in the centre of the field. You
will then hear a warning tone. When
you hear this tone, bê sure You are
staring at the dot. At the end of
the tone a number between 2 and 9 will
flash on the screen to the left or
right of the dot. You will not be
able to pred,ict which side iffiil1
come oo, so it is very imPortant that
you stare at the dot. After You see
the number, your task will be to say

$å1"5*häÎå:"iî:i""::ï=' iï:í woul d
say '7'. If you see à 2, You would
say '3'. If you see à 5, what would
you say? (Pause for resPonse) - Do
you have any questions?"

The experimenter would then answer any questi-ons

and continue:

"You may relax now and when I te1I you
we are about to begin, look into the
eyepiece. r'



At this point the experimenter left the experi-

mental cha¡nber and, after informing the subject the trials
were to begin, presented a fifteen digit 1ist, approxi-

mately 30 left or right of fixation, in a random order to

both LVF and RV3. The stimuli were presented for 150 msec.

with a. 1.6 sècond fSI, the last 500 rnsec. of which included

the warning tone.

After the digit list presentation, the experimenter

returned to the experimental cha^mber, and told the subject:

"This is a learning ex¡leriment.
When you look through this eye-
piece you will see three-letter
tronsense syllabIes paired with
words; your task will be to re-
member which nonsense sylIab1e is
paired with which word. First,
you will see only the nonsense
sy11able, then the nonsense sy1I-
able paired with a particular word.
Naturally, on the first trial when
you see the nonsense syllable a1one,
you will not know which word it is
flå*ïS,i'í3;" ?å=f"*iii'ilå lä'å1å¿
the word that goes with the non-
sense syllable aIone, and before
you see the sy11ab1e - word pair.
Do you have any questions?'

At this point -the experi-menter answered questions,

if &ûy, then told the subject:

'tI a"m going to leave the room now;
you may relax until I teIl you the
learning trials are to begi-n. When
the experiment begins, I want you to
keep looking into the eyepiece until
I tell you that this part of the ex-
periment is over. You will recej-ve
èeveral trials, each separated briefly
by a blank slide, so be sure to keeP
looking into the eyepiece. "

_,,..,_ ", *_,*_,1i,:i:i.;":.Í
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The ex¡rerimenter then left the room and aftêr
informing the subject the study was to begin, presented

the G-K List 1 by the method of anticipation.
The word list v/as presented in three random orders

by use of the slide projector eontrolled by interval timers.

Each nonsense sy1labIe appeared for 1 second, fo11owed,

after a 1.1 second slide change, by the syllab1e and res-

ponse word for 1 second. The next syllable appeared im-

mediately after, and, 2 seconds separated successive list
presentations.

List 1 learning continued to a criterion of one

perfeit trial in which all ten pairs were correctly anti-
cipated. Response recording was on forms listed in

Appendix C.

After the criterion had been reached, the e>çeri-

menter re-entered the experimental chamber and. told the

subjeet t 
,,roat was the first part of the
experiment. Now I am going to

iåff.,:i;ï";ä:îo 
electrodes on

The experimenter then taped, the electrodês;tq the ,

subject's third and. fourth fingers of the left hand and

continued:

'rIn this part of the study, when
you look through the eyepiece you
will see another list of words
only. Each time you see a word I
would like you to pronounce that
word aloud, Some of the words will
be accompanied by a brief electric
shock, and I would like y<¡u to press

la.
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the button on your right (in-
dicate) whenever you see one of
these words. Naturally, oû the
first trial you will not know
when to press the button, but on
following trials, I want you to
press the button v¡henever you see
a u'ord that is paired with shock.
Remember everytime you see a word
that is paired with shock, press
the button. Do you have any
questions?"

At this point the e>qgerimenter answered questions, if âDy,

t'hen told tt:rï:t:::"- 
," leave the room now;

you may relax until I tell you the
trials are about to begin. IThen I
do, I want you to keep looking into
the eyepiece, pronouncing the words
and pressing the button when you
see one that is paired with shock,
until I teIl you that this part of
the experiment is over. You will
receive several trials, each sepa-
rated briefly by a blank slide, so
be sure to keep looking into the
eyepi.ece. "

The experimenter then left the room and after in-
forming the subject the trials were to begin, presented

G-K List 2 (D).

The word list was presented in three random orders.

Each word was presented for 2 second, and shock, when

presented, occurred during the last second. of word pre-

sentation. The shock was 2.1 millamperes at L7O volts

AC (0.3607W) .6

The shock associated

the G-K paradigm. One of1n

words were four of six used

three sets were randomly

each subject. The three sets

{'
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brain and

war; and tree ,' ggg!!, take , and good.

Presentation of List 2 continued until subjects

correctly anticipated the shock for three consecutive trials
(as indicated by push-button press) with no incorrect an-

ticipations. Response recording was on the form noted in
Appendix D.

Upon the subject's reaching criterion, the experi-

menter re-entered the ex¡lerimental room and told the

subject t 
,,rne next part of the study is
similar to the first part. In
this part of the experJ-ment when
you look through the eyepiece, you
will see a sma11 black dot. When
you hear a tone, I would like you
to be sure you are staring at that
dot. Shontly after the tone and

iiii::å iå: lïii:i å:"1:å 3?'¿,å3i
one of the nonsense syllables that
you saw in the first part of the
experiment. The nonsense sy1lables

äl'l'H"1iã3'å,'io3'åffi: :iå +:i:
task will be to say the word that
had been paired originally with that
nonsense sy1labIe. Do not say the

i;ä;'ffiå ;åål "3lii"åT'#å. ln"'i"íS"
are not sure, guess. It is i-mportant
that you stare at the dot when you
hear the tone, and there is no way
which you will be able to.tell which
side the nonsense syllable will be

åi::ii:iSr3"' 
Do You have an'

At this point the experimenter answered questions,

if any, and continued:
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";"i'*l;'iårll *îfi Ïo;"îi"îolo*'
tt:at the trials are about to begin.
lfhen I do, I would like you to look
into the eyepiece. Bemember, when
you hear the tone be sure to stare
at the dot, and after you see the
nonsense syllable, te1l me only
the word it is paired with. If you
are not sure, guess. i'

The experimenter then left the room, with the shock

electrodes stil1 in place on the subject's hand, and after
j-nforming tbe subject, presented the nonsense sy11ab1es.

Half of the nonsense syllables that had previously

been chain-associ-ated with shocked List 2 words (B) were

presented to the LVF, the other half to the R\rF. Sinilarly,
half of the nonsense syllab1es not having shock-associated

List 2 words were presented to the LVF and half to the

RTF. The selection of nonsense syllab1es were counter-

balanced between subjects, half receiving certain words in
.f

the LVF, the remainder having the sane nonsense syllables i
J

presented to the RVF.

for 150 msec. 2o either right or left of fixation. The

warning tone p:reced.ed stimulus onset by 500 msec. and

stimuli were spaced at 1;6 second intervals.
Response record.ing was on the form provided in

Appendix E.

After the trials, the e:<perimenter re-entered the

experimental room, removed the electrod.es and asked the

I

i
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subject to fill in a post-experimental questionnaire

(Appendix T).

!ì:,:::,:;,
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.Experiment I I

Since a potentially counfounding variable in

Experi-ment I is interhemíspheric d.ifferences in pereeption

of the initial cue, a second study was undertaken to deter-

mine the interactive effect of hemisphere and shock on the

interpretation of Experiment I.

Sub iects

Subjects v¡ere fifteen right-handed males meeting

the criteria for section outlined in Experiment I.

Apparatus

The apparatus used was the same as in Experiment I.

Procedure

The procedure followed was identical to that in

Experiment I, except that in the final phase, when subjects

were asked to reeall only the associated word of List l,

upon presentation of the corresponding nonsense syllab1e to

the LVF or RVF, the present study required them to narne the

nonsense syllab1e and its List 1 associate. Similarly, ir

the digit training trials, subjects were asked to identify

the digit they had seen, plus the one that fol1owed. The

interstimulus interval in this phase *as increased from

1.6 to 2 .O seconds.

f-::>1:',¿
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CIIAPTEB ITI

RESULTS

Experiment I

The mean percentage recal1 of "shocked" and "non-

shocked" List B words7 wh"o cued for reca11 by List A Non-

sense Sy11ables presented to the LVF or RVF i-s presented

in Table 2, and graphically in Figures 1 and 2. The data

were ana|yzed ín a 2 x 2 Within Subjects Analysis of Vari-

ance (VF X Shock) to test the first hypothesis, that the

magpitude of differential reca1l of "non-shocked" over

"shocked" List B associates would be greater when eued for

reca11 in the LVF than in the R\rF. As Table 3 notes, the

pred.icted interaction was not found (VF X Shock F=1.85;

d.f=1,14; p

tj-on was oþserved. Although only a trend, the data are in

the expected direction, that is the LVF cued "shocked" List

B associates tended to be recalled at a" lower rate than

,,non-shocked" associates and this difference was not present

in the RVF.8

Glucksberg'and Ornstein (1969), in reply to the

criticisms ràised. by Weiner and Higgins (1969), noted that

the leve] of original learning of the A-B List was an im-

portant factor in demonstrating the "motivated forgetting

effect", such that overlearning of this list would reduce

or elimlnate the decrement in reca11 due to shock assoeia-

tion. Since in the present study a greater number of A-B
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Table 2

MEAI.I PERCENTAGE RECALL OF SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED
LIST B WORDS WHEN CITED FOB RECALL BY LIST A
NONSENSE SYLLABLE IN LVF OR RVF: E)CPERIMENT I

List A Visual Field
List B*

LVF RVT'

I

I : : - ::. r

1t. ... -.:
i'r:.:r
:

Shocked

Non-Shocked

43.3 36.6

55.5 33.3

*Actual word shocked or non-shocked in List D.
Shock associated to List B through inferred
chain word C.

:.{,:
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Table 3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGE RECALL OF LIST B
IvoRDs, sHocKED AND NON-SHOCKED, WITH CIIE LIST A

PRESENTED TO LVF OB RVF: E)PERIIdENT I

Source df, ss FMS

Total

Subjects

YF
Error

Shock
Error

VF x Shock
Error

61354. 1

21088.5

3129 .7
7978.1

292 .6
21088.5

907.2
6870.1

1039.9

1506 .3

3129.r
569.9

292.6
1506.3

907.2
490.7

59

I4

1
T4

1
14

1
T4

5.49*

0.19

1 .85

*p ( .05
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Table 4

I4EAN PERCENTAGE RECALL OF SHOCKED AND NONiSHOCKED
LIST B WORDS WTTEN CITED FOR RECALL BY LIST A NONSENSE
SYLLABLE IN LVF OR RVF: SIIBJECTS BELOW MEAN A-B

TRIALS, E)PERIMENT T

List A Visual Field

List Bx LVF RVF

Shocked 44.4 50. O

Non-Shocked 66 .6 44.4

*Actual word shocked or non-shocked in List D.
Shock associated to List B through i-nferred
chain word C.
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Table 5

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGE RECALL OF LIST B
IvoBDS, SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED, ITITH CUE LIST A PRE-
SENTEÐ TO LVF OR RVr': SUBJECTS BELOW MEAN A-B TRIALS

E)PERIMENT I

Source dfSSMSF

l :: - .i

Subjects 8 9442.2 1180.3

vF 1 625 .8 625 . 8 1.00
Error 8 5000. O 625 .O

Shock 1 620.8 620.8 0.41
Error 8 l,2224.4 1528.1

VF x Shock 1 1737 .5 1737 .5 2.5O
Error I 5553.3 694.2

l,t:
i,
I.

l:
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trials were required by subjects to reach criterion than

in Glucksberg and King's (1967) study (11.53; S.D. 4.79

compared to less than 5.0 in their study), a 2 X 2 Within

Subjects Analysis of Variance was performed on the data

from subjects reaching the criterion of A-B learning in

less than the mean number of trials required by all subjects

(11.53) in the Experiment (N=9). Presumably subjects in

this group will have had fewer inltial exposures to A-B

pairs, and thus the likelihood of overlearning to have

occurred would have been less. Table 4 and Figures 3 and

4 summarize the data; Table 5 summarizes the analysis

Again, the results were non-signlfj-cant, but the observed

trend was of greater magnitude in this rapid learning (RL)

group (F-2.50; df=1,8; P

fnspection of the data suggests that subjects re-

quiring fewer A-B trials to crj-terion tend to recall a

greater number of List B associates. A simple correlation

between number of A-B tri-als to criterion and recall of

List B words yields an estimate of r=-.65 (df=13; p < .01)

which appears to be accounted for chiefly by those B words

which were "non-shocked" (1'='.59; df=13; p < .O2). The

relationship between A-B trials to criterion and recall of

"shocked" List B associates was not significantly related.

(r=-.28; df=13; N. S. ) .

An unexpected find.ing in Experiment I was a main

effect for VF (F=5.49; df=I,18; P

I
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recall of List B associates when cued for reca11 in the Lvr
(49.O7o LVF; 34.57o RVF; See Figure 2). This find.ing appears

to be at variance with most of the literature regarding VF

differences and will be dealt with more fu11y in the Dis-
cussion section.

Although Glucksberg and King (1967) note that shock

is a necessary element in demonstrating their effect, it

was decided to examine whether the leve1 of shock was re-
sponsi-ble for the ef fects in Experiment I, particularly

because of asymmetries in the arousal properti-es of the

cerebral hemispheres (e.g., Heilman, 1.976). To assess the

effect of level of shock on the observed results, a group

of 15 subjects was run employing a lower 1evel of shock

(Ex¡leriment r").10 The results are summarized. in Table 6.11

The data for Experiment Ia were analyzed in a 2 X 2

Within Subjects Analysis of Variance (VF X Shock). As

Table 7 indicates, there were no main ef fects, and no j-nter-

actions. The main effect of VF was not observed in this
analysis

To determine the effect of experimental manipula-

tiou over recall trials, a 2 X.2 X 6 lVithin Subjects Analy-

sis of Varíance (VF X Shock X Trials) was applied to the

data of Experiment I. Again, the:re were no interactions,

but the main effect for IIF observed above was maintained

over trj-als (f'=4.788; df=1 , 14; p

Figure 5 sunmarj-ze the data; Table 9 summarizes the analysis.
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Table 6

MEAN PERCENTAGE NECALL OF SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED
LIST B WORDS TVHEN CUED FOR RECALL BY LIST A

NONSENSE SYLLABLE IN LVF OR RVF: E)PERIIT{ENT Ia

List A Visual Field
List B* LVF BVF

Shocked 33.3 33.3

Non-Shocked 37 .7 44.4

*Actual word shocked or non-shocked in
List D. Shock associ.ated to List B
through inferred chain word C.

[i,,:...;.i;
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Table 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TOR PERCENTAGE RECALL OF LIST B
WORDS, SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED, WITH CTJE LIST A

PBESENTED TO LYF OR RVF: E)PERIMENT Ta

Source df SS MS F

Total 59 72423.I

Subjects 74 3270\.8

vF 1 166.8 166.8 0.116
Error 14 2OII-O.2 1436.4

Shock
Error

1 906 .8 906.8 2.672
14 4750.5 339. 3

VF x Shock 1 166.8 166.8 0.154
Error 14 r5L92 .9 1085 .2

l.ra.r'l I.:
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Table I

I\,ÍEAN PERCENTAGE RECALL OF SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED LIST B
WORDS WHEN CUED FOR RECALL BY LIST A NONSENSE

SYLLABLE IN LVF OR RVF OVER SIX TRIALS: EXPERIIVIENT I

List B

Shocked 43.3 36.6

Non-Shoeked 44.4 33.3

1

LVF RVF

2

LVF RVF

60. o

53.2

3

26 .6 60. O 43.3

35.5 48.8 35.5

LVF RVF

Trial

LVF RVF

50 . o 30.0

55.5 35.5

5

LVF RVF

63.3

53. 3

t)

46.6 53.3 46.6

48.8 51.0 44.4

LVF nvr

O)
(o
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îab1e I

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERSENTAGE RECALL OF LIST B WOBDS,
sHocKED AND NON-SHOCKED, WITH CIIE LIST A PRESENTED TO

LVF OR RVF OVEB SIX TRIALS: E)PERIIúENT I

Source df SS

Subjects 14 105488. 3 7534.9

Trials 5 5252 .9 1050 .6 1.420
Error 70 51789.1 739.8

vF 1 2L253.5 2L253.5 4.788*
Error 14 62]-43.5 4438.8

TriaLs x VF 5 3372.5 674.5 I.324
Error 70 3567L.9 509.6

--Sñöck 1 53.9 53.9 O .o24
Error 14 30953.1 2210.9

Trials x Shock 5 2369.3 473.9 0.653
Error 70 50786.8 725.5

VF x Shock 1 \52.O 152.0 O.O72
Error L4 29406.0 2IOO.4

Trials x VF x Shock 5 2267.8 453.6 0.851
Error 70 37325.7 533.2

FMS

:.f.:t:i-!l

"- _;i

:: .\
' :::.; . ti.

*p < .05
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Experiment II

The mean percentage recognition of "shoeked', and.

"non-shocked" List A nonsense sy1lables and reca11 of List
B words with List A presented Lo- either LVF or RVF is pre-
sented in Table 10, and graphically in Figures 6 and r.'

The data v/ere analyzed in a z x z x z within sub-
jects Analysis of variance (vF x shock x List). although
all comparisons failed to reach significance, there was a

trend indicatÍng superior identification of List A nonsense

syl1ables as compared to reca11 of List B words (F=3.gET;
df=1,14; p ( .o7), and thus evidence to suggest the ob-
served effects in Experi-ment r were not due to the inability
to identify the List A cue. Table 11 summarizes the
analysis.

an anciJ-liary analysis (t rest for Related Measures)

indicated a trend for superior nonsense syl1ab1e (List A)

identification in the RVF (t=1.5g1; df=14; p

32.O% BVF 45 .37o) , which is cons j.stent with most literature
regarding vF differences in perception, specifically RVF

superiority for verbal materials (e.g., white, 1g6gb).

Experiments I and fI

The purpose of the second experiment, requiring
verbalization of List A in addition to reca11 of associatec
List B words, âs e>rpected, yielded d,ifferent results from

those obtained i.n Experiment r for recall of List B. The
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Iable 10

T{EAN PEBCENTAGE IDENTIFICATION OF SHOCKED AND
NON-SHOCI(ED LIST A NONSENSE SYLLABLES AND LIST B WORDS

WHEN CUED FOR RECALL BY LIST A IN LVF OR RVF: EFEBTMENT II

Visual Field
List B*

LVF

ASS** NSSx*

RVF

ASS NSS

Shocked

Non-Shocked

26.7

22.2

30. o

33. 3

33. 3

33. 3

36.7

51.1

*Actual words shocked or non-shocked in List
associated to List B through inferred chain

**AsS--Associate (List B)
NSS--Nonsense Sy11ab1e (List A)

D. Shock
word C.

f.:i:. : ..:;:
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Table 11

A}ÏALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PEBCENTAGE IDENTIFICATION OF
LIST A NONSENSE SYLLABLES AIID LIST B WORDS, SHOCKED

AND NON-SHOCKED, T1IITH CT]E LIST A PBESENTED TO LVF
OR RVF: E)PERIMENT II

Source df MSSS F

Subjects

VF
Error

Shock
Error

VF x Shock
Error

List
Error

VF x List
Error

Shock x List
Error

VFxShockxList
Error

t:-.'

li ,

l.r,;:ì

T4

1
L4

I
t4

1
L4

I
T4

1
T4

1
T4

1
L4

60234.8

3339.1
21091 .5

327.4
19100.7

452 .4
14813. 1

2369 .2
8598 .6

83. 3
2556.9

925 .2
5877.6

83. 3
3386 .9

4302.5

3339. 1
1506.5

327.4
1364. 3

452 .4
1058. 1

2369.2
614.2

83. 3
I82.6

925.2
419.8

83.3
24r.çi

2 .2l-6

o.240

o.428

3. 857

o.456

2 .204

o .344

Èr.
t!:'.
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results are sunmarized in Table 12 and Figures I and 9.

A 2 X.2 X 2 Mixed Analysis of Variance (Experiment

X VF X Shock) was applied to the combined data for associate

reca11 in both experiments and is summarized in Table 13.

The results of this analysi-s indicate a significant inter-

actj-on between Experiment and Visual I'ie1d for reca11 of

List B (Experiment X VÏ, F=7.225; df=l,28; p

illustrated in Table 14 and Figure 10. Independent Sample

t Tests indicate that superior reca11 with LVF cuej-ng in

Experiment I (t=3.I29; df=28; p

(t=0.145; df=28; N.S.), accounts for the difference.

The results of Experiment I and Glucksberg and

Ornstein's (1969) comments suggest that the A-B trials to

criterion measure is a factor deserving of consideration in

ana:-yzing the data of this paradigrn. Although A-B learning

was not different in the two experiments (t=1.822; df=28;

p

criterion in Experj-ment I (11.53 Exp. I; 14.13 Exp. II)..

To control for the possible influence of initial learnlng

as accounting for the differences observed between Experi- -

ment I and II, an Analysis of Co-variance \¡/as applied to

the data, using A-B trials as the covariate. The adiusted

ce1l means are provided in Table 15; the analysis is sum-

marized in Table 16. It would appeâr that even when con-

trolling for the possible influence of original learni-ng of

A-B trials, the discrepancy between List B recall in the

LVF between Experiments f and. II is maintained.

ì::
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Table 12

MEAN PEBCENTAGE RECALL OF SHOCKED AND
WORDS WHEN CT'ED FOR RECALL BY LIST A

IN LVF OR RVF: E)CPERTMENTS I

NON.SHOCKED LIST B
NONSENSE SYLLABLE

AND II

E)PERIMENT

List Bx ÏI

LVF RVF LVF RVF

Shocked

Non-Shocked

43 .3

55.5

36.7

33. 3

26 .7 33. 3

22 .2 33.3

*Actual word shocked
Shock associated to
word C.

or non-shocked
List B through

i.n List D.
inferred chai-n

I .:, -.

È,,. ;.
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Table 13

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGE
SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED, WITH CTIE
LVI'OR RVF: COMPARISON BETWEEN

RECALL OF LIST B WORDS,
LIST A PNESENTED TO

E)PERIT{ENT I AND II

Source df SS MS F

Exlgeriment
Error

VF
Ex¡reriment x VF
Error

Shock
Experiment x Shock
Error

VF x Shock
Experi-mentxVFxShock
Error

1
28

1
1

28

1
1

28

1
1

28

5333.4
50017. 3

23r.9
4081.0

15815 .8

35.2
333. 3

35032.3

23r.9
749.O

17482.7

5333.4
l-786.3

23t.9
4081. O

564.8

35.2
333. 3

Lzãr.2

23l-.9
749.O
624 .4

2.986

0 .410
7.224x*

0.028
o.266

0.371
I .200

i':-j
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Table 14

COMPARISON OF MEAN LTST B RECALL
IN E)GERII\GNTS I AND II BY VF

E><periment

Visual Field

L\TF RVF

I

II

49.4

24 .5

35 .0

33. 3
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Table 15

COMPARISON OF MEAN LIST B RECALL IN E)PERIMENTSI AND II BY \TF WITH ADJUSTED CELL MEANS
BASED T]PON A-B TRIALS AS COVARIATE*

Visual Field
Experiment LVF RVF

T. 46 .9 32.5

Ir 25.8 37.4

*Pooled regressi,on coefficient for covariate'= -1.gg2.
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Table 16

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR PERCENTAGE RECAT,L OF LIST B
WORDS, SHOCKED AND NON-SHOCKED, WITTI CITE

LIST A PRESENTED TO LVF OR RVF, A-B TRTALS AS
COVARIATE: COMPARISON BETWEEN EPERIIVTENT I AND IT

Source dfSSMSF

Ex¡reriment 1 IZ86 .6 IZ86.6 I.OTTCovariate 1 6055.5 6055.5 8.682Error 27 45OOÙ.T 166T.0

vF 1 58.1 58.1 0.097
Experiment x VF 1 5110. B 5110. 3 8.521** .

Error 2A 16694.8 596.2

Shock 1 Z.B 2.8 O.OO2
Experiment x Shock 1 668.8 66g.g 0.584Error 28 35081.1 LZ1Z.9

VF x Shock 1 280.6 Z8O .6 O .447
Experiment x VF x Shock 1 667.9 667.9 1.068Error 28 12584.8 628.0
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Although the predicted interaction between Visual

Field and Shock in Experiment I was non-significant, there

was a trend in the expected direction, and further examina-

tion of the data of Experiment I and Experiment II suggests

that the data is not inconsistent with Galin's IIT hypo-

thesis.

Among subjects below the mean number of A-B trials
to criterion (RL) the trend for the expected i-nteraction

between VF and Shock tends to be of greater magni-tude.

That the motivated forgetting effect tends to be greater

in this group is consistent with the arguments offered by

Glucksberg and Ornstein (1969) who note that the motivated

forgetting effect is dependent upon an optimum (1ower)

1eve1 of A-B trials to criterion, presumably because of the

minimization of the possibility of overlearning the A-B

list which wouId. serve to mask the effect. fn short, the

results of the present study are sufficiently encouraging

to warrant further investigation, either with more strin-
gent subject selection cri-terj.a (e.g., a" Iow number of A-B

trials to criterion), or by more intensive examination of

individual subjects d.isplaying the predicted relationship

between VF and Shock.

An effect observed in the present study is that the

number of A-B trials to criterion is inversely related to
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"non-shocked" associate reca11. Why this relationship

exists is unclear at present, but no doubt affects the

interpretation of the present Ìindings. Nonetheless, the

fact that the relationship is manifest only when cued in

the LVF is deserving of further investigation.

The lack of even a trend for the predicted inter-

action in Experiment Ia suggests that the 1eve] of shock

might be an important factor in the trends noted in Ex-

periment I. It is possible that the 1eve1 of shock employed

may influence the trend for VF asymmetry in that study,

perhaps through differential affective-arousal properties

of the cerebral hemispheres. This will be further di-scussed

in a later section.

In Ex¡leriment Ia, however, there is a trend for

superior reca1l of "non-Shocked" associates. SinCe the

1evel of shoek in this stud.y was at a very 1ow 1eve1, and

hardly discernable by some subjects' reports (and rated

subjectively lower in aversiveness as compared to Experi-

ment I; See Footnote 11), and even though individual items

were CountefbalanCed betWeen "ShOCk" and t'nOn-ShOCk" COn-

ditions, the interpretation of this trend must be seen as

speculative. It may be that the level of shoek is not only

related to decrements in recall of "shocked" List B âSSoC-

iates, but also may influence reca11 of "non-shocked" words,

perhaps because of d.ifferent leve]s of general arousal

manifest by subjects in each experiment. It should be re-

membered. that although there was no mention of shock during

t:

It:
l
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the instructions of the recall phase of the experiment, the
shock electrodes were left in p1ace. Further research em-

ploying 1eveI of shock as an independent variable may serve

to clarify this issue.

Sj-nce there was only a trend in support of the
differential effect of shock in the LvF, the trial analysis
can offer no information in examination of extinction as a
component in motivated forgetting. The main effect of LVF

superiority is supported over trials and suggests that the
effect is a rear one and not unique to the first recall
trial. rn short, it appears that the vF asymmetry does not
diminish over trials.

fn sunmary, the results of Experiment I suggest

that there is a trend for di-fferential reca11 of verbal
material by visual Field which j-s di-fferentially affected.
by chained association with shock. Further, there are

indications that the 1eve1 of shock and original A-B learn-
ing exert aî influence on these relationships to provid.e à
very complex picture. rn short, the data strongly suggest

that future re'search varying shock 1eve1s, interstimulus
intervals and using subjects reaching the a-B learning
criterion in relatively fewer trials would produce the
predicted effect.

Speeifically, the 1eve1 of shock'in this parad.igm

has not been investigated, but appears to exert an in-
fluenee. Is the relationship a linear one, or, as the

Yerkes-Dodson Law might suggest, a "U-shaped" function?
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If subjects *""" a11owed. a greater ISI, would this provide

different results? In addition to the critical A-B trials

to criterj-on measure, àTe there other subject variables

to consider? Can we assume that each individual subject will

d.isplay the "motivated forgetti-ng" ef fe,ct,- o-ï -ca1-1os-a-1- inhibi-

tion, to the same degree given a set of experimental parameters?

The results of Experiment II offer information re-

garding the interpretation of the data of Experiment I. In

this study, there was a trend for superior identification of

nonsense syllables in both visual field.s when compared to

associate recall, and thus suggest that the results in Experi-

ment I are not due to an inability to perceive the initial

cue. Although of minor import to the present study, irl this

analysis there was a slight trend for superior performance in

both identification and recall in the RVF which would be con-

sistent with the literature suggesting RVF superiority in

dealing with verbal materÍals (e.g., White, 1969b). That the

task demand of verbalizing the nonsense sy11ab1e influences

or even interferes with reca11 of the associate is illustrated

by the significant interaction between associate recall and

experiment, where superior recall of associates is demon-

strated in Experj-ment I. It would further appear that LVF

cued recall primarily accounts for the trends observed. That

changing the nature of the task between the two studies re-

sults in this j-nteraction leads to specutr atlon regarding the

factors responsible.
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One might speculate that Experiment II forces a

more verbal strategy than might otherwise be adopted by

subjects and might serve to eliminate the differences ob-

served in the first study. Support for the notion that'

problem solving strategy influences laterality differences

may be found in Bryden (7976).

In Experiment I subjects may have responded with

B associates on the basis of the physical confj-guration of

the nonsense sy11able in a more efficient manner than more

verbal processing suggestive of left hemisphere processes.

A study supportive of this contention is that of Gi-bson,

Dimond and. Gazzanj-ga (J.972) . In their study, they found

that word matching was superior in the LVF and could be

accomplished in the absence of verbal identification of

the stimulus. That the results of Experiment I are based

so1e1y upon physical match, however, is un1ike1y, consider-

ing that a verbal response was requi-red and that Experiment

II data indicated a trend for a greater percentage of non-

sense syllable identificatj-on than associate'reca1I.

Nonetheless, it appears that the unexpeeted find-

ing of \fF differences in associate reca11 in Experiment I

is an interesting one, especially since superiority appears

in the non-verbal hemisphere. The only other study in-

vestigating paired-associate learning and laterality in

the literature appears to be that of Mi-1ner, Branch and

Basmussen (Lg64) who found. that left temporal lobe ablation

i: ::; ...?:ìr:
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for intractable epilepsy interfered with subsequent paired-

associate learning, while removal of similar areas of the

right temporal lobe did not. It appears that this phen-

omenon is worthy of further investigation.

Speculation regarding the VF difference in assoc-

iate recall, however, does not completely account for the

trend in poorer recal1 for 'ishocked" associates in the LVF.

A possible explanation may lie in the affective-arousal

properties of the right hemisphere. A review by Geshwind

(1965), clinical studies by Heilman (Heilman , 1976; Heilman,

Schwartz & Watson, L977) and investigations by Davidson and

schwartz (\976) suggest greater involvement of the right

cerebral hemisphere in affective response. For example,

Heilman (1976) notes markedly lowered affective response in

right hemisphere damaged patients compared to left, and

Heilman, Schwartz and. IVatson (1977) noted significantly

lowered GSR response to painful stimulation in a patient

group with right parietotemporal disease compared with left

hemisphere diseased patients and normal controls.

From the. perspective of a punishment/inhibition

parad.igm these results would suggest an increase suscep-

tibility to the effects of aversive stimul ation in the

right hemisphere and are compatible with the IIT hypothesis.

It may be argued that the observed results in Ex-

periment I ma¡z be due to intrahemisphere failure to process

affectively associated material rather than inhibltion of
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ca11osa1 transfer; Although this issue cannot be resolved

conclusively within the limits of the present investiga-
tion, the lack of difference between identification of
shock and non-shock associated nonsense syl1ab1es in the

LVF in Experiment II argues against the notion of failure
of intrahemispheric processing. If shock selectively
affected perceptual processes in the right hemisphere, one

might also expect poorer identification of List A nonsense

syllabIes. This was not the case. As noted in Experiment

ïI, there was a trend for superior nonsense sy11ab1e iden-

tification over associ-ate recall in both visual fields.
Applying this to the data of Experi-ment I, it appears that

the results obtained are not an artifact of inadequate per-

ception of the inÍtial cue.

It would appear, then, that the present investiga-

tion is consistent with the IIT hypothesis, that is, there

is a trend for differential reca1I of shock associated.

material when cued for reca11 in the LVF, that this dif-
ference is not present when cued in the RVF, and the results
do not appear to be an artffact of -deficiencies in percep-

tion of the initial cue. Further investigations utllizing

different stlmuli, different sensory modalities and dif-
ferent experimental parameters within the present design

format will serve to further outlj-ne the specifics of cere-

bral lateralization, motivated forgetting and the IIT hypo-

thesis.
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FOOTNOTES

1Th" significance of this study to the present
research will be discussed in a later section.

2_-In addition to verbal disruption, GSR, and
involuntary movements, these studies also employed. respira-tion rate, pulse rate and continuous blood pressure asI'complex indlcators" .

3th. problems associated with this need not be

'-"i;r':i;::lI

l,ir::i

detailed, and
investigation.

^¡'or
and Shevrin &

do not 1ie withln the scope of the present
For a review, see Hawryluk (1973).

a discussion, see Shevrin (1970, in press)
Fritzler (1968).

i.':
i

It..
l::t..

I

SAccording to Ray, Morall, Srediani & Tucker (19Z6),
in reviewing various nethodologies, "the most consistent
finding in studies of adults is that males show greater right
hemisphere specializatÍ-on for vÍsual-spatial processing
(p. 391) . "

6thi= value approximates Glucksberg & Klngs (Lg6Z)
shock value (I.25 ma; 25Ov; 0.3125w) and corresponds to a
dial value of 4.5 on the shocker used in this study. For
tables calibrating this instrument see Hawryluk (19Zg).

7Fo" ease of communication, "shocked.,, and ,,non-
shockedrr List B words will refer to those List B words whose
List Ð associates had been shocked and non-shocked,
respectively.

8Ot ancillary interest is a t Test for Related.
Measures comparing "shocked" and "non-shocked" associates
in theLVF: t=1.025! df = 14; p<.15; arrdRVF: t=0.301;
df = 14; N.S.
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o"A t Test for Related Measures compari-ng "shocked"
and "non-shocked" associates in the LVF indicates a stronger
trend in the expected direction (t = I.459; df = 8; p ( .10)
while the RVF analysis remains non-significant (t = 0.345;
df = 8; N.S.).

1ott. shocker diaL setting of 2.5 corresponded to
a shock value of 1.OO ma; 10v; 0.01w.

llsrl'bj."t= in this study rated shock aversiveness,
as assessed by the Post-Experimental Questionnaire,
significantly lower than those in Experiment I (Mean ratings
L.O7t I.73 respectively; t = 2.59; df = 28; p
t ailed) .

i-" ,.
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APPENDIX A

Ilandedness Questionnaire

NAIyIE :

This is a survey to discover which hand you use in
the following manual tasks. circle L if you perform the task

with your left hand.; circle R if you perform the task with
your right hand; circle B if you perform the task equally
well with both hands. Assume that your hands are empty

(except as indicated.) before attempting each task. If you

have no experience with a gi-ven task, do not mark a pïe-

ference.

With which hand do you:

1. draw?

2. wri-te.?

3. remove the top card of a deck of cards (i.e.,
dealing)

4. use a bottle opener?

5. throw a baseball to hit a target?

6. use a hammer?

7. use a toothbrush?

8. use a screwd.river?

9. use an eraser on paper?

10. use a tenni-s racket?

11. use scissors?

L2. hold a match when striking it?
13. stir a. liquid or semi-solid?

L4. on which shoulder d.o you rest a bat before
swinging?

L'R B

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LBB

LBB

LRB

LRB

LRB

LBB
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APPENDIX B

NAME :

AGE:

SEX:

Family History of Handedness

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine

the handedness of members of your immediate family. please

provide information for only those family members who are

related biologically (i.e., natural parents and siblings
with sanne parentage as yourself). For brothers and sisters
use as many lines as apply.

For the following members of your family, fill in
their age and circre L or R depending upon whiclq hand they
prefer to write with:

: :t t'l.

iI r.. .:_l
!. -...: -'

l'-,-.-
I.
i

i
j'
I
I
I
r¡

)

:)

ì

f
t¡

J
:

I
t
1

Family Member

Father

Mother

Sister
Sister

Sister

Sister

Brother

Brother

Brother

Brother

{

Aæ. Preferred Wrill¡rg Hand i
I

L R B iI.i'
I

LRB:
i

l r:'l:.1:'i
T t::, i.:.

¿L'RBl.r;l.li:
l,t:,,r',r'
r..:..1 .:L B B i-,:.;::,:, :.:: :.: :

LRB

LRB
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APPENDIX C

Record Sheet List A-B (I)

Date/Time

1

Sùbject:

113

t-:.,
1 ,.:'t: "
t.--..
i
I

I

I

JID-Thief
GEX-Justice
YOV-Soldier
MYV-Fruit
VUX-Trouble
LAJ-Command
ZTL-Ocean
CEF-Stem
DAX-Memory
WUB-Wish

2

'CEF-Stem
JID-Thief
ZT.L-Oeean
[,ÎYV-Fruit
DAX-Memory
LAJ-Command
GEX-Justice
WIIB-Wish
VUX-Trouble
YOV-Soldier

ZTL-Ocean
WIIB-Wish
YOV-Soldier
VUX-Trouble
GEX-Justice
MYV-Fruit
JID-Thief
CEF-Stem
LAJ-Command
DAX-Memory

i!!-,,r 'ijì
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APPENDIX D

Record Sheet List D (II)

Date/Time

Experimental Words: Set 1

Subject

Smel1, War, Tree, Brain

Disorder

*IVar

Navy

Need

Take

*Sme11

Good

*Brain

Drink
*Tree

Need

xSmel1

Drink
*Tree

Navy

Good

Take

Disorder

*War

*Brain

Take

*Tree

*Brain

Navy

*Sme11

Good

*If ar

Need

Drink

Disorder

I

lji:iÌ:i:ij
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Dai
l te/Time

Experimental Words: Set 2

APPENDIX D

Record Sheet List D (II)

Subjeet

Take, Good, Brain, War

Disorder

*War

Navy

Need

*Take

Sme11

*Good

*Brain

Drink

Tree

,Need

Sme11

Drink

Tree

Navy

*Good

*Take

Disorder
*lVar

*Brain

*.Take

Tree

*Brain

Navy

Sme11

*Good

*War

Need

Drink

Disorder
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,Date/Time

E.x¡rerimental Words: Set 3

.APPENDIX 
D

Record Sheet List D (II)

Subject

Tree, Sme1l, Take, Good

Disorder
.:.

IVar

Naw

Need

*Take

*Sme11

*Good

Brain

Drink

*Tree

'Need

*Sme11

Drink
*Tree

Navy

*Good

*Take

Disorde

IVar

Brain

*Ta]re

*Tree

Brai n

Navy

xSme11

*Good

lTar

Need

Drink

Disorder

,i

ù
1'l
1'
J.!

1

:
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APPEIIDIX E

DATE/TIME:

Experimental Words: Set 1 Sme11, War, Tree, Brain

Subject

1

'L JID/Thief
*R GEx/Justice

L WX/Trouble

*R ÐAx/Memory

*L MYV/Fruit

*L CEF/Stem

R YoV/Soldier

L LAJ/Command

R ZT.L /Oce an

R WUB/Wish

R JID/Thief
*L GEx/Justi.ce

R VUX/Trouble

*L DAX/Memory

*R MYV/Fruit

*R CEF/Sten

L Y0V/Soldier

R LAJ/Cbmmand

L ZILlOcean

L WIIB/Irish

2

*L Cgf'/Stem

L JID/Thief

R ZTL/Ocean

*L lvfYv/Fruit

*R DAX/Memory

L LAJ /Command

*B GEX/Justice

R WIIB/IVish

L Wx/Trouble

R YOV/Soldier

*R CEF/Stem

R JID/Thief

L ZTLlOcean

*R l,fYvlFruit
*L DAX/Memory

R LAJlCommand

*L GEX/Justice

L IVIIB/Wish

R VUX/Trouble

L YoV/Soldier

3

R ZfL/Ocean

R WUB/Wish

R YOV/SoIdier

L VUx/Trouble

,,R GEX/JustÍce

*L MYV/Fruit

L JID/Thief
*L CEF/Stem

L LAJ/Command

B DAX/Memory

L ZTL/Ocean

L WTIB/Wish

L YOV/Soldier

R WX/Trouble

*L GEx/Justice

*R MYV/Frui.t

R JIÐ/Thief
*R CEF/Stem

R LAJ/Command

*L DAX/Memory

:t:1.'.l.'-11I
;ri ili-_:a
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.APPENDIX E

Date/Time:

Experimental Words: Set 2 Take, Good, Brain, War

Subject:

*L

*R

*L

*R

R

L

L

R

R

L

1

JIÐ/rhief
GEX/Justice

VIIX/Trouble

DAX/Memory

MYV/Fruit

CEF/Stern

YOV/Soldier

LAJ/Comnand

ZTL/Ocean

WIIB/Wish

*R JID/Thief
*L GEx/Justice

*R WX/Trouble

*L DAX/Memory

L il{Yv/Fruit

R CEF/Stem

R YOV/Soldier

L LAJ/Command

L ZTL/Ocean

R ITIIB/IVish

2

L CEF/Stem

*L JID/Thief

R ZIL/Ocean

R ltfYvlFruit
*R DAX/Memory

H LAJ /Command

*R GEx/Justice

L I[IIB/Wish

*L VUx/Trouble

L YOV/Soldier

R CEF/Stem

*B JID/Thief

L ZTL/Ocean-

L l,fYV/Fruit

*L DAX/Memory

L LAJ /Cornmand

*L GEX/Justice

R WIIB/Wish

*R Wx/Trouble

R YOV/Soldier

.R

L

L

L

R

R

L

L

R

R

3

ZTL/Qcean

WIIB/Wish

YOV/Soldier

WX/Trouble

CTEX/Justice

MYV/Fruit

JIÐ/Thief

CEF/Stem

LAJ/Command

DAX/Memory

L ZTL/Ocean

R IVIIB/Wish

R YOV/Soldier

*R VtIx/Trouble

*L GEx/Justice

L ldYV/Fruit

*R JID/Thief

R CEI'/Stem

L LAJ /Command

*L DAX/Memory
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APPENDIX E

Date/Time:

Experimental lVords: Set 3 Tree, Sme1l, Take, Good

Subject:

.t'I
::l
''i
.l.l

i

:j

1

*R JID/Thief

R GEX/Justj-ce

*L VUx/Trouble

R DAX/Memory

*L MYV/Fruit

xR CEF/Stem

L YOV/Soldier

L LAJ/Command

R ZTL/Ocean

L WIIB/IVish

*L JID/Thief

L GEX/Justice

*R VUx/Trouble

L DAX/Memory

*R MYV/Fruit

*L CEF/Stem

B YOV/Soldier

R LAJ/Command

L ZTL/Ocean

R WIiB/Wish

2

*R CEF/Sten

*R JID/Thief

R ZT.L/Ocean

*L MYV/Fruit

B DAX/Memory

L LAJ/Command

R GEx/Justice

L ITIIB/lYish

*L VUX/Trouble

L YOV/Soldier

*L CEF/Stem

*L JID/Thief

L ZIL/Ocean

*R MYv/f'ruit

L DAX/Memory

R LAJ/Command

L GEx/Justice

R ITIIB/IVish

*R lruX/Trouble

R YOV/Soldier

3

È ZIL/Ocean

L IYIIB/Wish

L YOV/Soldier

*L VUX/Trouble

R GEx/Justice

*L lifYv/Fruit
*R JID/Thief
xR CEF/Stem

L LAJ /Command

R DAX/Memory

L ZIL/Ocean

R IVIIB/Wish

R YOV/Soldier

*R VIIX/Trouble

L GEx/Justice

xR f,fYv/Fruit

*L JID/Thief
*L CEF/Stem

R LAJ/Command

L DAX/Memory

l
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APPENDIX F

Post-Experimental euestionnaire

NAME

1. On the scale below,

reflects the degree

experienced with the

12

please circle the number which

of unpleasantness/painfulness you

shock:

3
.':,-']
t-::,1-ì- .:.1:.,1

:.'. ,i¡
-... t

ir' _:: 
ì
I

Not at all Unpleasant
Unpleasant
or painful

2. Please state what you feel to
experiment:

45

Painful

be the real purpose of the

3. Please list the words which were paired with shock:

Please list the words of the list (of which the shocked

words were a part) which were hot p"i-red with shock:

"t'I
,'ì

',!

:l
i
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f

r

J
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I
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I
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APPENDIX F 2

Please list the nonsense syl1ab1e

remember (if you cannot remember

part which you remember):

- word pairs you

both, write down the

6. can you see any relationship between the words pai_red.

with shock and the first list of nonsense sy11abIe

word pairs?

1

I

!

f

I

I

1,.

|i,'


